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COMPOSITIONAL, STRUCTURAL, AND PHYSICAL STUDIES 

OF SOME GRAPHITE HEXAFLUOROARSENATES AND THEIR RELATIVES 

Fujio Okino 

Materials and Molecular Research Division 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboraory 

and 

Department of Che~stry 

University of California 

Berkeley, California 94720 

ABSTRACT 

The molar ratio F/As of the vacuum stable graphite intercalation 

compounds made by the interaction of graphite powder (1) with a large 

amount of AsF5 , (2) with large amounts of AsF5 and F2, and (3) with 

o2AsF 6, followed by evacuation, has been established to be 6 by chemical 

analyses for C, H, N, As, F and o. X-ray absorption spectra in the 

arsenic pre-K-absorption-edge region, on vacuum stable compounds of .the 

type (1) indicate that the AsF6 anion is the sole guest species. While 

the vacuum stable compounds made by route (1) are invariably mixtures of 

first- and second-stage phases, those from route (2) are pure first-stage 

compounds. Pure first-stage compounds can be made by method (3). 

Although repeated treatment of graphite with AsF 5 leads to salts with 

higher arsenic content than a single treatment does, the failure of AsF5 

alone, + -to produce pure first-stag~ CxAsF 6 salts, is attributed to the 

lower oxidizing potential of AsF5 relative to AsF 5/F2 or o2AsF 6• While 
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the Ic-spacings of the compounds of the type (1) and (2) before 

evacuation are ca. (8.00-8.20) + 3.35 (n - 1) A (where n is the stage), 

those of the vacuum stable compounds are ca. 7. 60 + 3. 35 (n - 1) A. The 

vacuum stable compounds with Ic ~ 7.6 A are represented by the formula 

c14nAsF 6• The observed Ic-spacing ("" 7. 6 A) indicated that the AsF(; 

anions have three-fold sets of F ligands nestled in contiguous three-fold 

sets of hexagons of the graphite, the D3d symmetry of the . AsF(; thus 

requiring a staggering of the enclosing carbon layers, as ih graphite. 

The X-ray diffraction patterns of the vacuum stable compounds with Ic ~ 

7.6 A have been accounted for by the nestled model. In this model carbon 

layers, staggered relative to a nearest neighbor as in graphite, contain 

nestled AsF(; in an ordered, closest-packed assembly consistent with the 

composition c14AsF6• The layers, with the restriction imposed by AsF(; 

nestling, are otherwise randomly stacked. The arrangement of AsF(; anions 

within each graphite gallery has a domain size of ca. 20x 20 A2 • The 

diffraction patterns of the compounds with Ic ~ 8.0 A have also been 

simulated successfully. In this model the AsFx species are un-nestled. 

The guest species are randomly distributed between the carbon atom 

sheets, with, in this case, all of the carbon atoms of one sheet 

eclipsing those of adjacent sheets. Addition of AsF5 to ~ vacuum stable 

Ic ~ 7. 6 A material generates an structurally different Ic ~ 8. 0 A 

material. Removal of volatiles reverses the change. Conductivity 

measurements suggest that the specific conductivity of c14nAsF6 is 

comparable to that of c8nAsF5 (h = 1~2). Addition of fluorine to these 

compounds leads to a formation of CxAsF6•(1-2)F materials, accompanied by 

a drastic decrease in conductivity to that comparable to graphite. 

,• 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Graphite/AsF5 intercalation compounds 1 have aroused much interest 

because of their high electrical conductivity. 2•3 A central issue, on 

which there has been much controversy, and which is crucial to any 

accounting of conductivity and other physical properties, has concerned 

the nature of the guest species in the graphite. Although there has been 

much effort to elucidate the nature of the guest species based on 

physical measurements, 3- 24 insufficient attention has been given to the 

chemical aspects of the preparations. 

X-ray arsenic pre-absorption edge studies by Bartlett et al. 25, 26 

had previously established that the intercalation of graphite by AsF5 was 

accompanied by electron oxidation of the graphite according to the 

equation: 

(1.1) 

The impact of this on the preparation of graphite/AsF5 intercalation 

compounds, and thus on . their physical properties, has not been fully 

appreciated. Little attention has been given to appreciable loss of 

AsF3, as well as that of AsF5 , upon evacuation, or upon removal of the 

gases remaining over the AsF 5/c reactants. Because of this it is 

probable that mos~ materials described in the literature as "CxAsF5" must 

be richer in fluorine than this formula allows for, i.e., the molar ratio 

of F/As probably exceeds 5 in most cases. 

Falardeau and his coworkers27 characterized graphite/AsF5 

intercalation compounds by the formula c8nAsF5 with the Ic-spacings (c

axis repeat distance) I • 8.10 + 3.35 (n - 1) A, where n is the stage, 
·C 

by using X-ray diffraction, gravimetry, and the c-axis thickness 
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measurements on HOPG intercalated samples. This characterization, which 

reasonably fits most of the observed data, has been generally accepted. 

But it should be noticed that subsequent compositional characterization 

has usually been made in the same way employed by Falardeau et al., i.e., 

by measuring the weight of a sample, assuming its weight change is solely 

attributable to the uptake or loss of AsF 5• Consequently the compounds 

are almost invariably described as "CxAsF5", and the further discussions 

of 4-7 . the properties, e.g., nuclear magnetic resonance; electron sp~n 

resonance, 7- 9 conductivity, 3 , 10- 15 magnetic susceptibility, 6 , 9 ; 16 X-ray 

photoelectron spectra, 17 , 18 optical reflectance, 18 , 21 , 22 quantum 

oscillations, 19 , 20 structure, 28 etc., of the compounds are made based on 

this formulation. Even when the allowance of conversion of AsF 5 into 

AsF(; and AsF 3 is made, the overall composition of the compound has 

usually been fixed to "CxAsF5", (i.e., AsF3 gas was assumed not to leave 
l 

the product). A point has now been reached at which the controversy, 

concerning the magnitude of the positive charge borne by the 

carbon, 17 , 18 , 29 and interpretation of physical measurements, makes it 

imperative that the chemical composition of the . "CxAsF5" products be 

precisely specified. 

In some cases, it has been observed that the Ic-spacing of freshly 

made "CxAsF 5" samples decreases as much as 0. 5 A when evacuated. 14 ' 16 

The decrease was accompanied by the changes in the physical properties of 

the sample. Such residual compounds have been described as "CyAsF 5" 

where y is larger than x. Although such changes in Ic -spacing and the 

physical behavior could have been a consequence of different arrangements 

of the same intercalant species' ita seemed more likely that the changes 

might be associated with differences in the chemistry •. We have addressed 
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this problem. 

In a study by Pentenrieder and Boehm30 , chemical anlyses on F and As 

on "CxAsF5" samples have been made. They found that the F/As molar ratio 

was invariably slightly higher than 5. Although they recognized the 

possiblity of the loss of AsF 3, they argued that it was very small 

because of the closeness of their F/As ratio to 5. Consequently they did 

allow for the existence of some AsF6 within the graphite galleries. 

Nevertheless they represented that those samples were essentially 

"C A F " 
X S 5 ' and even allowed that the F /As molar ratio being slightly 

higher than 5, could be explained by fluorination of carbon atoms on the 

periphery of carbon layers. 

Chapter 2 addresses the chemical compositions of the vacuum stable 

products derived from the interactions of graphite with AsF 5, with 

The findings show that AsF6 salts are 

generated by each of the above routes and that the solids so prepared are 

indistinguishable from one another. The AsF5/F2 and o2AsF6 oxidants, 

however, yield, in the oxidation limit, salts containing more AsF6 than 

those derivable from AsF5 alone. Also described in Chapter 2 are the 

results of X-ray pre-absorption-edge studies on the vacuum stable 

compounds derived from the interaction of graphite with AsF5• 

studies support the identification of the guest species as AsF6· 

These 

In Chapter 3 novel structures for first-stage c14AsF6 and CxAsFY 

(8 x < 14, 5 < y < 6) are proposed. The vacuum stable first-stage salt 

of composition c14As:F6 , and its higher stage relatives c14nAsF6 , are 

properly identified for the first time. A novel structure accounts for 

the small value of the Ic-spacings (,7.6 A). The graphite stages richer 

in arsenic fluoride guests have large Ic-spacings (ca. 8.0-8.20 A) and a 
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structure which involves greater disorder in the placement of the AsF x 

species. The Ic = 8. 0 A materials also differ from the Ic = 7. 6 A salts 

in having a different relative arrangement of the carbon atom sheets. 

In Chapter 4 the structural model for C 14AsF 6 is mathematically 

elaborated. Domains of AsF6 arrangement within the graphite gallery is 

included in the model, and the domain size is estimated. 

In Chapter 5 some reactions of Cl4nAsF6 and the conductivity 

measurements on the related materials are described. Addition of neutral 

s.pecies to Ic = 7.6 A materials reversibly produces structurally 

different Ic = 8.0 A materials. Fluorine uptake by c8nAsF5 and c14nAsF6 

is associated with a drastic decrease in their conductivities. The 

compositions associated with such low conductivities are of the form 

CxAsF 6• (l-2)F. 

.. 



Chapter 2 

COMPOSITIONS OF GRAPHITE + AsF5, + AsF5/F2, AND + 02AsF 6 

REACTION PRODUCTS AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO THE Ic-SPACING 

2.1 Experimental 

2.1.1 Apparatus 

5 

Most preparations were carried out in a stainless steel cell made by 

drilling a 5/ 16" diameter chamber in a 3" length of 3/8" diameter rod. 

This was attached via Swagelock fittings to a stainless steel Whitey IKS4 

valve. A small TFE Filter Membrane (Chemplast, Inc.) was placed between 

the valve and the cell to avoid the loss of graphite powder when it was 

evacuated. Some reactions were carried out in,quartz or FEP (Chemplast, 

Inc.) tubes. All of the solid materials were handled in the dry 

atmosphere of a Vacuum Atmospheres Corporation Drilab. Volatiles were 

manipulated with a Monel metal and stainless steel vacuum line provided 

with Autoclave Engineering 30VM-6071 valves. 

2.1.2 Reagents 

Two kinds of graphite were used: Union Carbide SP-1 graphite powder 

and Union Carbide highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). The latter 

was used for arsenic X-ray pre-absorption-edge studies, and the former 

for all other reactions. The graphite was pre-treated by heating it to 

1500° in a dynamic vacuum and was then exposed to fluorine gas (-..500 

Fluorine was used as obtained from Matheson Gas Co. 

Inc •• Arsenic pentaf luoride was either supplied by Ozark-Mahoning or 

prepared by the interaction of elemental arsenic (Allied Chemical 

Corporation) with excess F2 at -..200°. It was purified by vacuum 

distillation from a trap at -78° to one at -196°, followed by evacuation 

at -126°, and was checked for purity by infrared spectroscopy. 

·:': 
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Dioxygenyl hexafluoroarsenate was prepared by a standard procedure. 31 

2.1.3 Instrumentation 

Infrared spectra were recorded · with a Perkin-Elmer Model 597 

spectrometer over the range 200-4000 cm-1 • The cell was of Monel metal 

and had a 10 em path length. It was silver plated to prevent interaction 

with the silver chloride windows, which were sealed to the body by Teflon 

gaskets. The silver chloride windows were cut from 1 mm thick sheet 

(Harshaw Chemical Company). 
\. 

A side arm to the cell provided for the 

condensation of volatiles. X-ray powder diffraction patterns were 

obtained using a General Electric Co. Precision Camera (circumference 45 

em), using Ni filtered Cu-Ka radiation. Powdered samples were loaded 

into 0.3, 0.5, or 0.7 mm diameter thin-walled (1/100 mm) quartz 

capillaries (Charles Supper. Company, Inc.) in the Drilab. Two 

microdensitometers of Dobson type32 were used to determine line 

intensities. X-ray diffraction patterns of intercalated HOPG samples 

were recorded with a Phillips diffractometer equipped with a graphite 

monochromator (Cu-Ka radiation). 
1 

The leak-tight sample holder33 

protected exposure of the water-sensitive materials to atmospheric 

moisture. X-ray arsenic pre-absorption-edge spectra were obtained 

utilizing the high intensity X-ray source at the Stanford Linear 

Accelerator Synchrotron Facility. Samples were housed in air-tight 

Teflon-gasketed containers provided with thin-Teflon-sheet windows. 

· 2.1.4 Chemical Analyses 

Routine CHN analyses were performed on all samples by the 

Microanalytic Laboratory in the College of Chemistry, University of 

California, Berkeley. Some samples were fully analyzed by Galbraith 

Laboratories, Inc. (P.o. BOX 4187-Knoxville, Tennessee, 37921); C, H, N, 
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As, F, and 0 analyses being carried out. 

2.1.5 General Procedures 

For each reaction '100 mg ('8 mmol) of graphite, characterized by X-

ray diffraction, was used. In terms of gravimetry, a larger amount of 

graphite was preferred, but it was found, in the course of the study, 

that, if the sample size much exceeded 100 mg, it was difficult to 

maintain the efficient mixing of the solid and gaseous reactants, 

necessary for product homogeneity. A major practical difficulty was 

caused by the gross expansion of the graphite (along the ~-axis). Gas-

tight plugs of the solid thus formed in the reactor. The space provision 

and mechanical agitation had to be arranged to prevent the formation of 

such plugs. To ensure homogeneity, a cell containing a sample was shaken 

mechanically during reaction and evacuation whenever possible. 

Inhomogeneity of the products was detected by the differences in lc

spacing (t.lc = 0. 2-0. 3 A in some cases) and the differences in carbon 

content (t.C% = 5 %) from different parts of the same sample. Another 

indication of such inhomogeneity was the sporadic appearence of AsF5 gas 

in the volatiles when the product was evacuated (see Section 2.2.1). In 

such cases, solid plugs of product were invariably found in the reactor, 

the solid below the plug giving a different X-ray powder photograph from 

that above it. 

In all cases the products of reaction were subjected to a dynamic 

vacuum for 0-500 hours at room temperature. Volatiles were trapped at 

-196° and were examined by infrared spectroscopy. During the evacuation 

the reactor was constantly agitated whenever possible to ensure the 

homogeneity of the sample. 
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'~. 2 Interaction of Graphite with Gaseous AsF 5 

2.2.1 Single treatment with AsF 5 

Graphite was transferred into the cell (pre-weighed after 

evacuation) in the Drilab. Weighing the cell after evacuation of 

nitrogen (dry atmosphere) determined the amount of graphite •. AsF 5 was 

condensed on to the graphite at -196° through the vacuum line. The cell 

was weighed again to determine the amount of transferred AsF5• By 

applying the ideal gas law, tensimetry (from the measured pressure and 

the known system volume) provided a rough estimate of the amount of 

AsF 5• Whenever AsF 5 was transferred from the cylinder to the vacuum 

line, an appreciable pressure drop (e.g.; from 700 torr to 650 torr) was 

observed over a period of a few seconds, after which the pressure became 

constant. Such a pressure decrease was not observed with so2C£ F, PF 5 

etc •• This ready absorption of AsF 5 by the inner walls of the vacuum line 

is probably associated with the combination of strong oxidizer and acid 

properties leading to metal hexafluoroarsenate (e.g. Ni(AsF6) 2). The 

mixture in the small volume cell was warmed to room temperature and was 

shaken mechanically overnight. Volatiles were removed from the sample in 

a dynamic vacuum at ,25° and were monitored repeatedly by IR. 

Initial volatiles consisted of mainly AsF5, and a little AsF 3• 

After several minutes of evacuation, AsF 3 became the only observable 

volatile by IR (see Figure 2.1). A typical weight loss curve represented 

by carbon content increase is given in Figure 2.2. Small concentrations 

of AsF 5, which must occur in the volatiles from CxAsF5~ that has already 

been subjected to a dynamic vacuum for several minutes, were probably 

absorbed by the vacuum line. The evolution of volatiles, and the 

associated Ic-spacing decrease, was very slow (see Figure 2.3). 

. 
" 

.,;-
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2.2.2 Repeated Treatment with AsF5 

In some experiinents graphite was repeatedly treated with AsF5• In 

the initial cycle an excess of AsF5 (molar ratio C/AsF5 < 8) was used and 

the reaction was run in the same way as described above. After overnight 

reaction, the remaining gases were removed and the sample was exposed to 

a dynamic vacuum overnight. In the second and the later cycles, a 

relatively large amount of AsF 5 was used (molar ratio C/AsF5 ~ 8). Each 

overnight reaction with AsF5 was followed by an overnight evacuation in a 

dynamic vacuum, and the cycle was repeated 4-8 times. 

The. volatiles from the sample in the first cycle were, of course, 

the same as those discussed above. In the second and later cycles, after 

the removal of the non-intercalated gases (which contained some AsF3 and 

large amount of AsF5), only AsF3 was observed in the volatiles. After 

the 3rd - 4th cycles, the amount of AsF3 became very small, and the 

gravimetry also indicated that the sample was not taking up appreciable 

amounts of AsF 5 at the end of each cycle (i.e. after evacuation). With 
\ 

larger graphite samples ('200 mg), AsF5 was sometimes observed even after 

the removal of the initial volatiles. This is probably due to the 

inhomogeneity of the samples. Further evacu~tion after the last cycle 

saw a slow evolution of AsF3 and the usual associated decrease in Ic-

spacing (see Figure 2.3). 

2.3 Interaction of Graphite with Gaseous AsF5 and F2 

The interaction of graphite with AsF 5 and F2 was carried out in a 

similar manner to preparations with AsF 5 alone. Large amounts of AsF 5 

and F2 (molar ratios AsF5 : F2 : C = (>1) : ()1) : 8) were condensed 

consecutively on to the graphite at -196° and the cell was warmed up to 

room temperature. In this way interaction of AsF5 alone with graphite 
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was avoided. The difference in results between of this type and of the 

interaction of graphite with AsF5 followed by the addition of F2 is 

speculative. The molar ratio F/As of the latter type itself is currently 

of interest and may or may not depend on the stage (see Chapter 

5).11,12,18,30,34-36 In this chapter the molar ratio As: F of 

graphite/AsF5/F 2 interaction is strictly limited to that of the vacuum 

stable sample obtained by the simultaneous reaction of graphite with 

excess amounts of AsF5 and F2, followed by evacuation. 

After the initial removal of remaining gases, which contained AsF 5 

and F2, no IR active gas was found in the volatiles in the later 

evacuation, except occasional traces of CF4 and SiF4• When they were 

observed at all, it seemed that CF4 was observed at the earlier stage of 

evacuation. This can be due to the difference in size of the 

molecules. The Ic-spacing of the samples usually decreased ca. 0.2-0.4 A 

from initial value of ... 8.0 A during the few days of the evacuation 

pr;ocess (see Figure 2. 3). The carbon content of the samples increased 

from ... 40 % to ... 45 %. This increase was attributable to the loss of AsF 5, 

CF4 , SiF4 , and possibly even F2• When small in amount, AsF5 would not be 

observed, since it would have been absorbed by the inner wall-surfaces of 

the vacuum line. 

' 2.4 Interaction of Graphite with Solid o2AsF6
37 

After the initial removal of remaining gases over the sample of this 

type, the behavior of the sample during evacuation with respect to the 

volatiles, weight loss, and the Ic-spacing decrease was similar to that 

observed for graphite/AsF5/F 2 system. Except, when the amount of o2AsF6 

was small (C/02AsF 6 > ... 14), the Ic -spacing of the samples was smaller 

(ca. 7.6 + 3.3S(n - 1) A) even before the evacuation, than in the AsF5 or 

il 
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AsF5/F2 preparations (see Figure 2.4). Further pumping did not cause the 

Ic-spacing to decrease. A small weight· loss, however, was usually 

observed. (See 5.2.5 for the reac~ion of graphite with o2AsF 6 in 

2.4.1 Direct mixing at room temperature with molar ratio 

C/02AsF6 ) 14 

Both graphite and o2AsF6 were transferred to the cell in the 

Drilab. After removing nitrogen from the :.system by evacuation, the cell, 

which contained graphite and o2AsF6 , as the mixed solids, was subjected 

to violent mechanical vibration at room· temperature. An FEP tube was 

preferred, because of its elasticity, which made the mixing more 

efficient, and because of its transpa·rency, which provided for a 

monitoring of the extent of reaction. The reactions were run 1-16 days 

depending on the relative amounts of graphite and o2AsF6 , and on the 

efficiency of their mixing. After the reaction the evolved gas was 

removed. No infrared active gases were· present in it, and a clear 

mercury surface was not clouded by it, i.e., neither F2 nor 0 3 was 

present.. The amount of evolved gas corresponded well to that of oxygen 

produced according to the reaction 

X C + o2AsF6 + + (2.1) 

The gases over the sample after the E'eaction apparently contained o2 

and small traces of CF4 and SiF4 , but no AsF 5 was· observed. 

2.4.2 Direct mixing at room temperature with molar ratio 

When o2AsF 6 in excess of a· molar ra-tio (C/0 2AsF 6 < '14) was used, 

some o2AsF 6 remained unreacted. To :.remove: it, the mixture was subjected 

to a dynamic vacuum at ... 60° for 1-4 <days. >;Evacuation at room temperature 

'':J-
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was not effective in removing remaining o2AsF6• 

The gases over the product before the evacuation of o2AsF 6 at 60° 

were essentially the same as the previous case, i.e., no AsF5 was 

observed. The reaction was apparently initiated by the direct solid-. 

solid contact between carbon and o2AsF6• The independent decomposition 

of o2AsF6 evidently was not a part of the mechanism of the reaction. 

2.4.3 At an elevated temperature 

Some of the graphite/02AsF6 reactions were run by keeping the solid 

mixture at '120° for 1-6 days. Under those circumstances residual o2AsF 6 

was not observed, even when an excess amount of o2AsF6 was used, i.e., 

o2AsF 6 decomposes to o2, F2, and AsF 5 at ,120°. 

When the amount of o2AsF6 used was in excess of the ratio c;o2AsF6 < 

14, AsF5 was observed in the remaining gases. 

Some oxygen from o2AsF 6 may have entered the. graphite gallery, 

probably as oxide. Although the chemical analyses on these samples 

indicated the presence of oxygen, this might have been caused by the 

hydrolysis of the compound by the moisture in the air. Such hydrolysis 

was definitely observed from time to time for some of the graphite/AsF5 

and graphite/AsF5/F 2 products. When oxygen was detected in a significant 

amount, the sum of C, H, N, As, F, and 0 weight-percentages usually 

deviated from 100 % grossly. 

2.4.4 By thermal decomposition of 02AsF6 

In some of the reactions, graphite and o2AsF6 were placed separately 

in an inverted-Y-shaped cell. 

,130° and another containing 

One end containing o2AsF 6 was kept at 

graphite at room temperature for 1-14 

days. This type of reaction, after all, may be the same as the reaction 

(2.2) 

,~ 
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with the presence of oxygen. An "advantage" to C/AsF5/F 2 interaction is 

that the molar ratio F/As in the reaction system was exactly 6. 

As was the case with the previous reaction in Section 2.4.3, AsF5 

was observed in the remaining gases when excess o2AsF6 was employed. 

2.5 Samnles for Synchrotron Radiation Studies 

Three samples were prepared for X-ray arsenic pre-absorption-edge 

studies using HOPG chips of '0.1 mm thickness. Two of them were treated 

with AsF 5 once (one with molar ratio C : AsF 5 of 1 : 4 and the other of 

1:8) and the third was treated with AsF 5 five times, each treatment being 

followed by evacuation in a dynamic vacuum. The procedures were the same 

as those described in Section 2.2.2. All of the solids were exposed to a 

dynamic vacuum for '20 hours. In the case of the third sample this 

followed the fifth treatment with AsF5• 

2.6 Results and Discussion 

The infrared spectra of the volatiles from the product made by the 

interaction of graphite with AsF5, together with those of pure AsF 5 and 

AsF 3 gases are shown in Figure 2. 1. Figure 2. 2 illustrates a typical 

weight loss curve for a sample intercalated by AsF5 losing volatiles in a 

dynamic vacuum. Loss in weight represents carbon content increase. This 

was followed by gravimetry. 

revealed carbon fluorides. 

Infrared spectra of the volatiles seldom 

The assumption was therefore made that, 

during evacuation, no carbon containing gases were lost. This was 

supported by the combination of gravimetry and chemical analyses. 

The possibility, that AsF3 was observed as a product of reduction of 

AsF5 by the vacuum line or the IR cell after it had left the product, was 

ruled out by blank experiments. Spectroscopically pure AsF5 was 

transferrable from an empty reaction cell to the IR cell and AsF 3 was not 
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detected. The gas appeared to be pure AsF s· The transfer of AsF 5 , 

however, was not quantitative. When the amount of AsF5 was very small, 

no infrared spectrum was observed after the supposed transfer. This is 

presumed to arise by absorption of the acid fluoride by the metal 

fluorides of the vacuum line system (see Section 2.2.1). 

The composition after the initial removal of the gases over the 

product was usually c8_ 1oAsF5+0 which corresponds to a carbon content of 

,40 %. Compounds made in this way have been usually reported as 

c
10

AsF
5
.1,4,9,34,35,38 But the F/As ratio must be larger than 5, since 

loss of AsF 3 has occurred. Even if a sample has never left an AsF5 

atmosphere after the reaction, its composition must be expressed by 

CxAsF5+0, since some AsF3, produced according to equation (1.1), can 

enter the gas (or condensed) AsF5 phase. Such loss, however, is usually 

small, as the analytical data by Pentenrieder and Boehm indicate. 30 

In this work, the point at which AsF5 disappeared from the volatiles 

seemed to depend upon the amount of the sample and the effectiveness of 

the stirring of the contents of the cell during evacuation. The gross 

swelling of the graphite which occurs as a consequence of intercalation 

causes impenetratable plugs to form in "long" samples. It took much 

experimentation to find a design which afforded homogeneous materials. 

With such preparations, usually, after several minutes of evacuation, 

AsF 5 was not observed in the infrared spectrum. After 200 hours of 

evacuation the carbon content of the particular sample, illustrated in 

Figure 2.2, became 55 %, which, assuming the remaining guest species is 

The carbon content after 200 hours of 

pumping was confirmed by CHN analyses (55. 2 %). The amount of AsF3, 

attributable to the weight lost after AsF5 had become unobservable by 

\ 
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infrared spectrum, sometimes exceeded that allowed according to Equation 

(1.1). As was pointed out in Section 2.2.1, absorption of AsF 5 by the 

inner walls of the vacuum line was likely to be the cause of this. 

Nevertheless, it was evident that AsF 5 was the major volatile only in the 

earlier stage of evacuation. 

The ready loss of AsF 5 stands in marked contrast to the very slow 

removal of AsF3, and calls for comment. Imagine AsF5 and AsF 3 each 

- - - 39 surrounded by AsF6• The AsF5 can form As 2F11 with AsF6 , and AsF5 can 

thereby be generated in a new location without much translational motion 

of As. On the other hand AsF 3 is unlikely to have such a mechanism. A 

burrowing of the AsF 3 molecule through the AsF6 medium is more likely to 

be necessary in this instance. 

Since neither the ratio of AsF 5:AsF3 nor their quantities lost 

during the evacuation process can be accurately determined by gravimetry 

alone, chemical analyses (C, H, N, As, F, and 0) were carried out on the 

vacuum stable products. As was mentioned in Chapter 1, although chemical 

analyses on a freshly made sample would be useful, the instability of 

such samples, with respect to the loss of gases, made such analytical 

work difficult and of dubious value. For definitive analyses, vacuum 

stable samples were necessary. The results are shown. in Table 2.1. It 

shows that interaction of graphite with AsF5 alone, indeed, is an 

effective route to the production of CxAsF6 salts, so long as care is 

taken to remove the volatiles completely. Although repeated treatment of 

graphite with AsF 5 leads to compounds richer in AsF6, the products of 

graphite/AsF5 interaction were always mixtures of first- and second-stage 
\..._ 

phases, i.e., the oxidation potential of AsF5 according to Equation (1.1) 

is not high enough to produce a first-stage salt (see below). After 
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several cycles the first-stage phase was in much greater concentration 

than the second, whereas the reverse was true for one cycle. 

X-ray pre-absorption-edge spectra on HOPG samples also supported the 

formation of CxAsF6 salts by graphite/AsF5 interaction. In the earlier 

studies it was found that, when the samples were not evacuated after the 

reaction of graphite with AsF5 , two absorption peaks which corresponded 

- 25 26 well to AsF6 and AsF3 were observed. ' The same observation was made 

in the recent work, when graphite was sealed into capillaries with 

In the present work all three samples were evacuated for ... 20 

hours after the reaction. They showed essentially the same results (see 

Figure 2. 5), . and had one peak which corresponds to that of AsF6 as in 

This is not totally in accordance with the results mentioned 

above on the volatiles, i.e., even after 20 hours of evacuation some AsF3 

was observed in the volatiles from the samples made from graphite 

powder. The thinness of the samples used for the synchrotron studies 

could result in much more rapid loss of volatiles than in the case of the 

SP-1 samples. 

It has been reported that, when "CxAsF5" was evacuated, the Ic

spacing decreased drastically (as much as .... 0.5 A), 17 although the process 

was relatively slow. The nature of this decrease in Ic-spacing has 

neither been adequately accounted for nor fully investigated. 14 As is 

shown in Figure 2. 3, the present study shows that the Ic -spacings of 

second-stage phases more readily decreased than those of first-stage 

phases. The reason can be that the access which the guest species have 

to host edges is greater for the second-stage than for the first-stage, 

and that loss of AsF3 is thus more efficient in the second-stage. 

Another observation on the behavior of the decrease in Ic-spacing 
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suggests that, though tenuous, the Ic-spacing of samples treated 

repeatedly by AsF5 decreases faster than for those treated once. This is 

probably because most of AsF 3 has been washed out in the process of 

cycling. As has already been remarked, AsF5 leaves graphite much more 

effectively than AsF 3• 

One of the major difficulties in characterizing the graphite 

intercalation compounds of this system, especially in utilizing X-ray 

diffraction analyses, was that pure one-phase (stage) compounds were hard 

to obtain. 

In order to find a more effective way to obtain CxAsF0 salts, and 

possibly pure first-stage compo1.1nds, reaction of graphite with AsF5 /F2 

was carried out. In this study excess of AsF 5 and F 2 were always used. 

The . results in Table 2.1 show that a pure first-stage . CxAsF 6 salt was 

produced by this route. For the lower stage compounds, the ratio F I As 

may exceed 6, although discussion of this should await the definitive 

chemical analyses on vacuum-stable compounds. 

Figure 2.3 clearly indicates that the Ic-spacing decrease in these 

samples is very rapid compared with that in those made from graphite and 

AsF5 alone. No AsF 3 was observed in the volatiles during the evacuation 

process, and this absence of AsF 3 in the galleries is probably the reason 

for the rapid decrease of Ic -spacing. 

formation of CxAsF0 salt has occured 

This is, of course, because the 

according to Equation (2.2). 

in the intercalation by AsF 5 Gradual loss of CF4 , SiF4 (seldom seen 

alone), AsF 5 , etc. seems to be the cause of the decrease in both Ic-

spacing and weight. It is not clear whether the quick decrease is a 

consequence of the readiness of CF4 , SiF4, and AsF5 departure, or small 

quantities of CF4, SiF4 , and AsF5 involved. Perhaps both factors apply. 
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Although o2AsF 6 was reported to react with graphite in so2ctF as a 

solvent to produce a first-stage salt characterized as c8AsF6, 25 , 26 , 35 , 37 

it was found in this study that such compounds contain a large amount of 

In order to circumvent the complexity caused by the involvement of 

so 2ct F in characterizing those compounds, attempts to make CxAsF 6 salts 

by direct reactions of graphite with o2AsF6 were made. It was found that 

the reactions were slow even when the two solids were mixed well by 

mechanical agitation, but that it was possible to make pure first-stage 

compounds. Separation of the product from o2AsF 6 at the end of the 

reaction necessitated several kinds of experiment. The results of 

chemical ·analyses on these compounds are summarized in Table 2.1. They 

show that CxAsF 6 salts were formed. The amounts of oxygen found in these 

compounds, compared with those found in graphite/AsF5 and 

graphite/AsF5/F2 systems, suggest that the.re has been essentially no 

envolvement of oxygen from o2AsF6• 

When the amount of o2AsF6 used for the reaction was small, the Ic

spacing of the product was already minimal and the further evacuation did 

not bring about further Ic -spacing decrease. When the amount of o2AsF 6 

was large, small decrease in Ic-spacing of the sample was observed. This 

is probably caused by the loss of AsF 5, CF4 , SiF4, o2 etc.. Instead of 

plotting Ic -spacing against pumping time, it was plotted a'gainst the 

composition, i.e., against x in CxAsF6• In most of the cases x was 

calculated based on carbon analyses assuming the rest of the sample 

consisted of AsF(;. Such plots are shown in Figure 2.4. Three samples 

fully analyzed by Galbraith Lab. Inc. are indicated by filled circles. 

Arrows in the figure indicate materials which were mixtures of first- and 
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second-stage phases. For such materials the pure first- and second-stage 

phases, respectively, in each sample must have smaller and larger 

values. Nevertheless, even with those uncertainties, the Figure 2.4 

indicates very clear trends: ( 1) second-stage phases always have _a very 

small Ic-spacing (--.10.9 A), (2) first-stage phases have a small I -c 

spacing value (--.7.6 A), when xis larger than --.14, (3) first-stage phases 

with x smaller than --.14 have larger Ic-spacing (ca. 7.6-8.0 A), (4) the 

limit of x in CxAsF6 could be --.10, (5) although not fully revealed in the 

figure, the composition of pure second-stage compounds is ca. c28AsF6• 

These observations suggest that the vacuum stable CxAsF6 salts have 

a composition c14nAsF6 with Ic-spacing of Ic : 7.6 + 3.35 (n -- 1) A. 

Some discrepancies in Figure 2.4 can be explained by inhomogeneity in the 

samples, e.g., even though the composition of the first-stage phase is 

C<14AsF6, there may be a small domain of second-stage, and the sample may 

be meta-stable with repect to the conversion toward a mixture of two 

phases with smaller Ic -spacings, when the overall compos! tion of the 

sample allows it, i.e., c>14AsF6 (overall). 

Attainability of pure first-stage salts by AsF5/F2 or by o2AsF6 in 

contrast to the mixtures of first- and second-stage phases obtained by 

AsF 5 alone raises the matter of the oxidizing power of the 

intercalants. Dividing Equation (1.1) by 2 we have 

(2.3) 

The free energy change of Equation (2.3) is estimated to be -124 

- 41 (kcal/mole-e ), • The lattice energy of o2AsF6 can·be estimated to be 

135 (kcal/mole) and the free energy changes of Equations (2.4) and (2.5), 

respectively, to be -170 and -155 (kcal/mole). 41 , 42 

(2.4) 
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(2.5) 

. . 
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Table 2.1. * Analytical data and Ic-spacings (A) for the vacuum-stable solid products obtained from 

(a) graphite +AsF 5; (b) graphite + o2AsF 6; and (c) graphite + AsF 5 + F2• 

Reactants Initial reaction Ic 
stoichiometry and conditions (A) c H 

Weight percentages Composition 
'- N As F 0 C+As+F 

(a) C+AsF5: C:AsF 5~4.6:1 7.64 56.12 0.70 (0.001 17.26 26.30 (0.5 99.6H c 20• 28AsF6• 01 

Six cycles of treatment 
of graphite with 
large excess of AsF5 

(b) C+AsF5+F2: C:AsF 5 :F2~4:1:1 

(c) C+02AsF6: C:02AsF6~11.6:1 

c:o2AsF6~5.5: 1 
followed by evacuation 

at .... 60° 

C:02AsF6~6.8: 1 

o2AsF6 decomposed at ... 140° 

7.84 50.15 0.05 

7.71 45.09 0.09 

7.57 46.96 0.21 

7.56 51.79 (0.01 

7.75 43.42 0.11 

0.003 19.63 29.79 99.57 c15.94AsF5.98 

0.01 21.56 32.85 (0.5 99~50 c 13• 05AsF6• 01 

0.023 20.91 31.85 <0.3 99.72 c 14• 01AsF6• 01 

0.001 19.05 28.98 (0.3 99.82 c 16• 96AsF6• 00 

0.001 22.23 33.78 <0.5 99.43 c 12 •81AsF 5• 99 

* Analytical data (from samples sealed in dry Pyrex capsules) were determined by Galbraith Laboratories, Inc. 

N ,__ 
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Figure 2.1. Infrared spectra of AsF5(g), AsF3(g) and volatiles from 

CxA&F 5: (A) pure AsF5(g) used for reaction; (B) first 

volatiles from solid ca. CsABF5; (C) volatiles after 

several minutes of of evacuation; (D) pure AsF3(g). 
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Figure 2. 3. 'nle relationship between the Ic -spacing and the pumping 

time for graphite intercalated by AsF 5 (after the last 

cycle for the samples treated with AsF 5 repeatedly). 
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Figure 2.4. The relationship between the Ic-spacing and the carbon 

content of the samples made by the reaction of graphite and o2AsF6(c). 

(The values of x were calculated based on carbon analyses assuming the 

formula CxAsF6• The samples with filled circles were confirmed to be 

CxAsF5.99-6.0l by C, H, N, As, F and 0 analyses. Arrows in the figure 

indicate materials which were mixtures of first- and second-stage 

phases. For such materials the pure first- and second-stage phases, 

respectively, in each sample must have smaller and larger values of x.) 
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Figure 2. 5. Chemical shifts in the arsenic K-shell pre-absorption edge 

feature (~ Is + 4p transition) for "CxAsF 6". 
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Chapter 3 

STRUCTURAL MODELS FOR c14AsF6 AND CxAsFY (8 .; x < 14, 5 .; y .; 6) 

3.1 Description of the Observed X-Ray Diffraction Patterns 

27 

The X-ray powder patterns of the first-stage samples with Ic-spacing 

of "'8.0 A and those of "'7.6 A differ not only in the shift of 

corresponding lines associated with the difference in Ic-spacings, but 

also in peculiar line broadening and the total absence of (10!) lines in 

the powder pattern of the samples with small Ic-spacing. Representative 

powder patterns, read by a microdensitometer, for the two kinds of 

samples are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. The 1/d2 values and possible 

indexing for these two diffraction patterns are shown in Tables 3.1 and 

3. 2. 
( 

The following discussion of the X-ray powder patterns and the 

structural models will be limited to first-stage phases.· 

Although· all the lines in the lc = 8.00 A sample are satisfactorily 

indexed by the smallest unit cell with a0 = ag, and c0 = 8.00 A, where ag 

is the lattice constant a0 (= 2.46 A) of graphite, two broad lines of the 

Ic = 7.63 A sample designated (C) and (D) in Figure 3.1 cannot be indexed 

in a similar way, and it is impossible to explain the big halos 

designated (A) and (B), by a unit cell with a0 = ag and c0 = 7.63 A. 

Line (C), which could be roughly indexed as (100), has a slightly larger 

value of 1/d2 (0.2233 for line (C) in this sample) compared with that 

(0. 2203) of the Ic = 8. 00 A sample. Furthermore, hexagonal symmetry 

requires that the 1/d2 value of (100) be 1/3 of that of (110). Although 

this requirement was always met in the case of the Ic :: 8. 0 A samples, 

that was not the case with the Ic :: 7. 6 A samples. The 1/ d2 values for 

(110) line for the two kinds of samples were usually very similar. The 
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slightly larger value of 1/d2 for line (C) than 1/3 of that of (110) line 

in the lc ~ 7. 6 A samples was consistently observed, and they looked a 

little broader than line (100) in larger lc -spacing samples. Line (D) 

can be roughly indexed as ( 101), by the unwary, but the discrepancy 

between calculated and observed 1/d2 values was consistent. The 

broadness of lines (C) and (D), and the weakness of the latter, as well 

as the peculiarity of the small lc-spacing suggested that something else 

lay at the basis of the X-ray data of the small lc -spacing samples. 

Another difference between the patterns of the small and large Ic-spacing 

data is that, although (101) lines are observed in the latter, those 

lines are missing in the former. This suggested that, although the 

materials were each given to considerable disorder, there were 

nevertheless very real Structural differences. Effort was therefore 

directed to discovering what these structural differences were. 

3.2 Structural Models for the First-Stage c14AsF6 Salt ~ith 1
0 

~ 7.60 A 

The structure of graphite is· shown in Figure 3.3. The lattice 

constants are a0 = 2. 46 A (: ag) and c0 = 6. 7 A. The inter-layer 

distance, which is equal to the thickness of each layer, is 3.35 A, and 

the distance between the centers of neighboring hexagons is, by 

definition, equal to the lattice constant ag• Based on chemical analyses 

and the vacuum stablity of the samples, the gue-st species of the samples 

with Ic ~ 7. 6 A are understood as AsF(;. In order to explain the very 

small value of Ic-spacing of 7.6 A, physical and geometrical restrictions 

were imposed. Because of the size of an AsF(; anion, shown in Figures 3.4 

and 3.5, ·one of the three-fold axes of the anion must be parallel to the 
r 

~-axis of graphite host lattice (see Figures 3.6 and 3.7). Although the 

As-F distance of AsF(; anion in various ionic solids varies, it can be 
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roughly set equal to 13 (= 1.73) A. The Oh symmetry of the anion, then, 

requires the F-F distance to be /6 (= 2. 45) A. This value is very close 

to the lattice constant a0 of graphite. If one of the three-fold axes of 

AsF6 is coincident with one of the three-fold axes of graphite layer at 

two eclipsed carbon atoms, the geometrical relationship between the 

graphite host lattice and AsF6 anions allows the nestling of three-fold 

sets of F ligands in contiguous three-fold sets of hexagons of the 

graphite. The o3d symmetry of the AsF6 anion thus requires a staggering 

of the enclosing carbon layers as in graphite (see Figure 3.8). If the F 

ligands are nestled into the ring of 1T electon density by approximately 

O. 2 A, then the requirement of a small Ic -spacing of 7. 6 A can be met 

(see Figure 3.6). When the steric requirement in the ab-plane is 

considered, the composition c14AsF 6 is also explained. Figure 3. 9 shows 

the possible closest arrangement of AsF6 anions, with the requirements: 

(1) all F ligands must be nestled, (2) two F ligands belonging to two 

·different AsF6 anions cannot nestle in neighboring hexagons of 

graphite. The second requirement comes from the van der Waals radius of 

F ligands. If the neighboring hexagons are occupied by two F ligands of 

different AsF6 anions, they can no longer nestle comfortably. In such a 

situation the Ic -spacing should increase. This explains the drastic 

increase in the Ic-spacing for the materials with the composition 

c<14AsF 6 as shown in Figure 2.4. 

Although the nestling of AsF6 anions requires the staggering of 

carbon layers, the stacking sequence of carbon layers is not obvious. It 

can be AB/AB/AB •••• as in usual hexagonal graphite, ABC/ABC/ABC •••• as in 

rhombohedral graphite, totally random, or some other sequence with the 

repeat unit of several carbon layers. To make the consideration easier 
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at the beginning, the contribution of AsF6 to the diffraction intensity 

is ignored as a first approximation. Although the AB stacking sequence 

will produce a strong line (103>43 in terms of the unit cell with the 

lattice constants a0 = ag and c0 = 15.2 A, near line (D) in Figure 3.1, 

this sequence cannot explain the absence of (lOR.) lines. The ABC 

sequence will explain the absence of (10~) lines, but line (D) cannot be 

explained by this sequence. The ABC sequence does result in { 100} 43 ( = 

(100)) being absent. Thus the absence of a definitive (100) line in the 

observed powder pattern is partly accounted for. The observed broad line 

(C), however, is not explained. Whichever of these stacking sequence is 

selected, they are so ordered that the models require many strong lines 

to be present which are not observed, i.e., (100), <101), <lOS>, etc. for 

the AB/AB sequence, and { 101}, { 102}, { 104}, etc. for the ABC/ABC 

sequence. 

Although the intervention of nestled AsF6 anions physically requires 

the staggering of the two enclosing carbon layers, there is no strong 

physical requirement that the guests of one gallery have any registration 

with respect to the guests of another gallery. This last assumption 

naturally leads to a random sequence of carbon layers. Each of the 

layers, however, is staggered with respect to its neighbors on each 

side. Based on these considerations intensity calculations were made on 

two models for Ic = 7. b A samples. 

3.2.1 Nestled-small-cell model 

Although the requirements of the composition c14AsF6 and the 

nestling of F ligands do not allow any randomness within one gallery, in 

the absence of definitive extra lines that would suggest an existence of 

a super lattice, except the broad large halos (A) and (B), and partly to 
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minimize the calculation time, the model with the unit cell with a0 = ag 

and c0 = 7. 6 x (number of carbon layers) A was assumed. A part of the 

unit cell used for the calculation is shown in Figure 3.10. An 

assumption made was that, although the AsF6 anions are nestled, they are 

otherwise randomly distributed. Thus As atoms are placed between two 

eclipsed carbon atoms (notice that half of the carbon atoms are eclipsed 

even though carbon layers are staggered), and F atoms are placed in the 

middle (in terms of (x, y) coordinates) of the hexagons of the closer 

carbon layers and are, at the same time, eclipsed with the carbon atoms 

of the farther carbon layers. This model no longer takes care of the Oh 

or o3d symmetry of A~F6, and does allow F ligands of two different AsF6 

anions (this description, however, is no longer valid in this model) t9 

nestle in neighboring hexagons. The numbers of atoms are weighted to 

make a composition of c14AsF6 , i.e., C, As, and F atoms are weighted by 

7, 1, and 3, since the ratios of the actual numbers of the atoms are C : 

As : F = 2 : 1 : 2 in this model illustrated in Figure 3.10. 600 carbon 

layers were randomly stacked according to this principle. The numbers of 

A, B and C carbon layers were made equal, i.e., each 200 layers. The 

lattice constants are a0 = 2.456 A and c0 = 4560 A. x, y, and z 

coordinates of atoms used for the calculation should be clear from 

Figures 3.6 and 3.10. The Lorentz-polarization factor used was 

Lp = (1 + cos 22e) I (sine 2cose), 

which is appropriate for the Debye-Scherrer powder method. The effects 

of preferred orientation, which definitely exists for samples placed on a 

flat surface of a sample holder for a diffractometer, were not obvious in 

this case. This was probably due to the granular nature of the SP-1 

graphite particles and the absence of heavy compacting pressures in the 
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capillary loading. Absorption corrections were not made partly because 

the effect is monotonic with respect to ze. After all, those corrections 

were not easy to carry out because of the peculiar flat shape arising 

from the layered structure. Even though the sample is powder, it cannot 

be assumed as a totally randomly oriented aggregate of powdered 

particles. Scattering factors were taken from the International Tables 

for X-ray Crystallography, Vol. IV. Dispersion corrections were 

estimated to change the calculated intensities ... lQ % at most. They were 

not made. The poor quality of the X-ray powder data did not warrant 

corrections of this magnitude. Anisotropic thermal factors were, 

however, required to account for some of the line intensities. The 

calculated (111) line intensity, for example, was very weak without 

anisotropic thermal parameters for As and F atoms. The values for the 

anisotropic thermal parameters are given in Table 3.3. The anisotropic 

thermal factors are in harmony· with the anisotropic nature of graphite 

itself. Intensities of all the possible reflections with the 1/d2 values 

of less than 0.82 were calculated and accumulated into the corresponding 

29 degree with a width of 1/10 degree. 

The results are shown in Figure 3.11. The blank diffraction pattern 

of a quartz capillary is shown in Figure 3.12. Figure 3.13 was obtained 

by giving a Gaussian function with a standard deviation of 0.3 degree in 

29 to each accumulated intensity, and by adding the blank diffraction 

pattern by a quartz capillary. The relative ratio of the background to 

the calculated peaks were adjusted to match the observed pattern. 

Considerations of structure factors are very revealing. The (x,y) 

coordinates of all the atoms are either (0,0), (1/3,2/3), or (2/3, 1/3), 

and all layer-units are equivalent in terms of the z-coordinates of the 

,• 
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atoms. 
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Therefore [OOR. 143 and [lU] reflections with ! * 600n, and 

[1,0,600n] reflections, which correspond to (lOR.) reflections in the 

smallest unit cell, are all extinct, i.e., all the extra lines brought 

about by enlarging the cell along the ~-axis are [10!] with!* 600n, and 

appreciable intensities are accumulated at lines (C) and (D) in Figure 

3.1. Specifically, line (C) consists of the reflections from [lOl] to 

[1,0, .... 360], and line (D) from [1,0,601] to [1,0, .... 1000]. The other [lOR.] 

lines are weak and spread out on 26 scale. The excellent agreement with 

the observed data is not fortuitous simply for the 600 layer 

calculation. Preliminary calculations done with 60, 150, and 300 layers 

all showed similar results but with less smoothed peaks for (C) and (D), 

and the less smoothed "background" arising from [lOR.] reflections. This 

model accounted for most features of the powder pattern of the samples 

with small Ic-spacin~ reasonbly well, except the big halos (A) and (B). 

A major "de~ect" of this nestled-small-cell model is that small 

change in weighting the numbers of atoms did not cause large deviations 

from the observed pattern, i.e., although the chemical analyses set y in 

CxAsFY to be 6, the intensity data do not require x to be 14. A value 

for x as low as 12 would be acceptable in this context alone. The value 

smaller than 14 does seem unlikely, however, because collision of nestled 

ligands of different guest molecules would occur for close packed 

arrangements. Larger values of x than 14 are also unlikely, because such 

samples would contain some second-stage phase (see Figure 2.4). 

3.2.2 Nestled-large-cell model 

A further consideration suggested that halo (B) is situated very 

close to the [100] 43 reflection of the "real" unit cell for c14AsF6 shown 

in Figure 3. 9. The lattice constant is a0 = 17ag• If the same kind of 
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phenomenon is occurring for this larger cell, a broad line should be 

formed near [ 100] by accumulation of f 10!] intensities, if many layers 

were randomly stacked. Based on this observation, 84 layers of carbon 

with nestled AsF6 anions with the composition c14AsF6 , such as shown in 

Figure 3.9 were randomly stacked. The calculation time was increased not 

only because of the cell size but also because of the lowered symmetry. 

The "space group" is P1, and the above and the followingindices [hld] 

were based on the pseudo-hexagonal lattice. The computer program for 

this'nestled-large-cell model is given in the Appendix. 

The results are shown in Figures 3.14 and 3.15. The same 

procedures, as in the case of the nestled-small-cell model, were made to 

obtain Figure 3.15 from Figure 3.14. As was expected, the broad halo (B) 

was reasonably explained, as well as the apparent disappearence of the 
/ 

quartz background peak in the observed diffraction pattern. It is almost 

totally covered by the big halo (B). Although some extra lines might be 

smoothed out if more layers are stacked randomly, it is likely that this 

model is too "ordered" to represent the graphite powder intercalation 

compounds. This was suggested by the very small difference between the 

calculated intensities with 21 layers (not shown) and those with 84 

layers. Figure 3.16 shows the summary of the observed and calculated 

diffraction patterns for the Ic = 7. b A samples. 

This large-cell model fails to explain halo (A) at ""'8° in the 

observed diffraction pattern (see Figure 3.1), since [0,0,84] (= (001)) 

is the possible lowest angle reflection. This lower angle halo (A) will 

be satisfactorily explained by assuming domains of AsF6 -super lattice 

arrangement within a graphite gallery (see Chapter 4). 
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(8 < x < 14, 5 < y < 6) with 1
0

: 8.00 A 
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Since all the reflections are explained by the smallest unit cell 

(a0 = ag and c0 = 8. 00 A) (see Table 3. 2), it is probably possible to 

make a model within the size of this unit cell. This assumption already 

rules out the staggering of carbon layers, since it requires the lattice 

constant c0 to be multiples of 8. 00 A. Further argument against the 

staggering of carbon layers, however, can be given. First of all, if 

they are staggered at all, they are likely to be randomly stacked. If 

that is the case, the powder pattern should show the . same kind of 

peculiar features as those of the smaller Ic -spacing samples described 

above. If the stacking sequence were AB, <1,0,2n+l) reflections, which 

have no counterparts in the smallest unit cell, should show up. If it 

were ABC, {l,0,3n} (=(lOR.)) reflections must be absent. Evidently the 

carbon layers are eclipsed. A reasoning for eclipsing of carbon layers 

can be provided. With the larger Ic-spacing of ,8.0 A, the guest species 

have more vibrational freedom. Because of its size, the AsF(; anion is 

unlikey to be freely rotating, except, possibly around the three-fold 

axis in the z direction. Trigonal bipyramidal AsF 5 can undergo pseudo 

rotation (Berry mechanism), and AsF 3 may under go inversion or may 

actually freely rotate. CF4 and SiF4 may be tumbling if they are 

present. Because of these movements, each species can be considered as a 

big sphere, and may be "nestling" between the two facing carbon hexagons 

of eclipsed graphite layers. This contribution of the "nestling" to the 

eclipsing of carbon layers may be true, but its requirement is unlikely 

to be as rigorous as in the previous model (see below). Since all AsFx 

species cannot be fit into the size of this unit cell, some randomness 
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must be involved for the guest species in order to be consistent with the 

cell size. When As and F atoms are registered to either middle of 

hexagons, to carbon atoms, and/or somewhere else (in terms of (x,y) 

coordinates), and weighted appropriately, a good fit was not obtained. 

On the assumption that the guest species are totally randomly distributed 

(without any registration) or are moving parallel to the ab-plane within 

each gallery, satisfactory agreement was obtained (see below). Because 

of the inter-layer spacing, the z-coordinates were relatively fixed for 

both As and F atoms, the former being always near the midpoint of the two 

facing carbon layers, and the latter being '1 A off from the midpoint in 

the z-direction. In the case of AsF 3, the lone electron pair will force 

As atom to be near the midpont of the carbon layers. This model was 

realized by giving the anisotropic thermal factors given in Table 3.2. A 

schematic drawing of the model is shown in Figure 3.17. This model is in 

accordance with the room temperature F19 NMR data, 4 ' 6 ' 7 ' 9 which indicate 

a motionally narrowed line, and the electron density distribution along 

z-axis, 20 , 28 on "CxAsF5" materials. A composition, c1oAsF5, was used, 

although the changes in composition (8 < x < 14, 5 < y < 6 in CxAsFY) did 

not cause drastic change in calculated intensities. x, y, and z 

coordinates for C, As, and F atoms are shown in Table 3.4. The value of 

2 for the thermal parameters correspond to the vibration amplitude of 

1.414 A. 

graphite. 

This is to be compared with the c-c distance of 1.42 A in 

With the values given in Table 3.3 for thermal parameters, 

flat ellipsoids of As and F are forming flat continuous layers of As and 

F atoms, and the change in the (x, y) coordinates of the As and F atoms 

does not cause any change in the calculated intensities, as the model was 

aimed at. The results are shown in Figures 3.18 and 3.19. The same 

.-
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procedures, as in the case of the nestled models, were made to obtain 

Figure 3.19 from Figure 3.18. The shoulder and the halo near (002) in 

the observed diffraction pattern are accounted for as a mixture of (002) 

line with the diffraction by a quartz capillary. Figure 3. 20 shows the 

summary of the observed and calculated diffraction patterns for the Ic ~ 

8.0 A samples. 

3.4 Discussion 

The same kind of peculiar diffuse scattering characteristic for the 

I =7. 6 A materials were oberved in the X-ray diffraction patterns of c 

graphite/fluorosulfate and graphite/acid fluorosulfate (C • y 
X 

- 33 A HS0 3F•z so3F ) compounds. The former had smaller Ic-spacing of ,7.7 

and showed the same kind of peculiar features in the observed X-ray 

powder pattern. The latter, on the other hand, had an Ic-spacing of ,8.0 

A and resembled the Ic = 8.0 A sample in this study. The difference in 

Ic-spacing has been attributed33 to the difference in size of so3F- and 

Hso3F, to the coulombic attraction between so3F- and the carbon layers, 

which is smaller for the latter compound. Possible hydrogen bonding was 

also attributed to the larger Ic -spacing materials. There must be, 

however, some associated difference in the structure of the intercalation 

compounds as a whole, which is responsible for the differnce in the 

observed X-ray powder patterns. 

With the structural models proposed in this chapter, the following 

model nicely explains the earlier findings. The so3F- anion is a pseudo 

If we orient the ion so that the one of the three-£ old axes is 

parallel to the c-axis of graphite, three of the four ligands can, as in 

the case of AsF6, nestle into the three contiguous hexagons of one carbon 

layer, while the fourth ligand is nestling into a hexagon of the facing 
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carbon layer, thus requiring staggering of the two facing carbon 

layers. In order for a tetrahedral AX4 species to nestle comfortably, 

the A-X bond distance must be ,1.5 A. Since the average bond distance S-

- R 33 X in so3F is estimated to be 1. 46 ,... , the nestling model is equally 

applicable. On the other hand, the geometry of HS03F will not allow 

comfortable nestling. Not only the geometry of the guest species, but 

also the coulombic attraction is probably necessary for the nestling, 

i.e., CF4, SiF4 or SiF6 , for example may not. nestle without some 

attraction force between it and the carbon layers. 

A more general description for the nestling is possible. Assume the 

two layers of AB-stacked ligands to be close-packed spheres. Suppose 

that the size of the spheres are such· that all spheres of one layer can 

placed (nestled) into the close packed hexagons of a carbon layer. If 

the other layer of ligand spheres does the same, the "stacking" sequence 

of two carbon layers will be AB. The central atoms, e.g., As in AsFt;', 

and .§....in so3F-; can either occupy Oh or Td hole sites between the two 

layers of ligand spheres, depending on the symmetry of the guest 

species. This provides a model for randomly distributed guest species. 

This corresponds to the nestled-small-cell model of this study. Note, 

however, that the size of the ligands forbids the filling of all hexgons. 

All atoms in the nestled model are probably more restrained than in 

the un-nestled model. For the un-nestled model, it is therefore likely 

that the carbon layers have larger space to move not only in the ~-axis-

direction but also within the ab-plane. The movement in the c-axis-

direction, however, is probably larger than that in the pure graphite. 

The reported thermal parameters of the pure graphite for the best fit are 

44 u11 = 0.33 and u33 = 1.4. The thermal parameters (x 100) of the 
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graphite were all set equal to 0 for the nestled model and 2, 2, 2, 1. 0, 

and O, respectively, for u11 , u22 , u33 , u12 , u13 , and u23 , for the un

nestled model. The above values resulted in relaively good reproduction 

of the observed diffraction patterns, but rigorous refinements have not 

been made. 

In a single crystal structure study of a second-stage "C 16AsF 5" 

material, Kasper and his coworkers28 concluded that the carbon stacking 

sequence was AB with twinning. Their lattice constants are given as a0 = 

2.46 A and c0 = 11.50 A. The present study suggest that, because the 

sample was not evacuated and the Ic-spacing was large (the Ic-spacing of 

11.50 A corresponds to the Ic -spacing of -8.15 A of the first-stage 

phase), the guest species were unlikely to be nestled. It is therefore 

probable that the carbon layers, which enclose the guest species, were 

eclipsed. Adjacent carbon layers without guest species between them are 

likely to be AB-stacked as in pure graphite. Because of the intervention 

of guest species, there will be no correlation between two sets of 

directly facing carbon layers. Therefore the stacking sequence will be 

random (similar to the case of the first-stage nestled model), e.g., 

AGA/BGB/CGC/BGB.... where G indicates a guest species layer. Simple 

structure factor considerations immediately reveal that the same kind of 

diffraction as that provided by the first-stage sample with the small 

Ic-spacing should occur. Without the detailed data obtained by the 

workers on the single crystal at hand, it is not possible to assert that 

this solution is superior to theirs. 

Assuming the existence of a nestled-second-stage material, the 

stacking sequence of carbon layers would be, for example, AGBCGBCGB •••• , 

with again, a random stacking sequence of carbon layers. Our data from 
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powdered materials indicate that samples with the small Ic -spacing of 

'10.9 A show similar diffraction patterns to the first-stage samples with 

For the samples with larger Ic -spacing the 

indication is ambiguous. 

Milliken and Fischer, in recent study, 18 contend that the ionization 

+ limit of a graphite host layer is c20 , and furtl:ler oxidation by the 

fluoride results in the formation of covalently bonded fluorine. The 

materials of composition C, 14AsF 6 , prepared in this work, would have to 

be thus represented as: 

The AsF5 would have to be associated with AsF6 as As 2Fll' since it is not 

removed in a vacuum. But the capture of F- from AsF6 by carbon would 

result in the release of AsF 5• It is conceivable that such AsF 5 would 

form As 2Fi1• This would have to be vacuum stable. If so, the addition 

of AsF5 to CxAsF 6 ought to result in all AsF6 being similarly complexed 

to yield As 2Fi1 salts. Since the addition of AsF 5 to CxAsF 6 does not 

result in a vacuum stable .complex (see Chapter 5), it is extremely 

unlikely that As2Fi1 or related complex species exists in c14AsF6• 

The analyt~cal data, the sychrotron data, the agreement of the 

nestled-model X-ray diffraction data .with that 'observed: all indicate 

that the CxAsF6 materials are salts with AsF6 as the sole As-containing 

species. 
l 

+ be cl4. 

Therefore the carbon sheet charge in first-stage c14AsF6 must 



Table 3.1. Observed and calculated 1/d2 values and possible 

with I -c indexing (hld) for one of the representative samples 

spacing of ca. 7. 6 A. Indices [h,k,i] and [ h,k,i J' 
respectively, by the nestled-small-cell and the nestled-large

cell models are also shown. 

ao = 2.45 A, Ic = 7.63 A ca. c 14AsF6 

(hkl) 1/d2(obs.) 1/d2(calc.)a) [h,k,i] [h,k,i] 

001 .0169 .0171 0,0,600 0,0,84 

sb) .0312 1, 0,1 to 
1 '0 ' .... 100 

002 .0683 .0687 0,0,1200 0,0,168 

003 .1541 .1547 0,0,1800 0,0,252 

cb) .2233 1,0,1 to 2,1,00 to 
1,0, .... 360 2, 1 ~ .... 50 

ob) .2597 1,0,601 to 2,1,85 to 
1 ,a, .... 1000 2,1, .... 140 

004 .2753 .2750 0,0,2400 0,0,336 

005 .4287 .4297 0,0,3000 0,0,420 

006 .6194 .6188 0,0,3600 0,0,504 

110 .6635 .6642 1' 1 '0 4, 1,0 

111 .6813 .6814 1,1,600 4,1,84 

112 .7324 .7330 1,1,1200 4,1,168 

113 .8205 .8189 1,1,1800 4,1,252 

a) Least-squares fitted. 

b) See Figure 3. 1. for the line designations (B, C, and D). 
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Table 3. 2. Observed and calculated values of 1/d2 

and possible indexing for one of the representative 

samples with Ic-spacing o~ ca. 8.0 A. 

a0 = 2. 46 A, Ic = ~. 00 A 

hkt 1/d2(obs.) 

001 .0154 

002 .0624 

003 .1404 

100 .2206 

101 .2367 

004 .2498 

102 .2832 

103 .3606 

005 .3911 

104 .4712 

006 .5635 

110 .661S 

111 .6782 

112 .7235 

113 .8012 

1) Least-squares fitted 

ca. C10AsF0 
1/d2(calc.) 1) 

.0156 

.0625 

.1407 

.2204 

.2361 

.2502 

.2830 

.3612 

.3910 

.4707 

.5630 

.6614 

.6771 

.7240 

.8022 
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Table 3.3 * Anisotropic thermal parameters (x 100) used for the 

calculations 

uu 022 033 ul2 ul3 023 

Nestled model c 0 0 0 0 0 0 

c14AsF6 , Ic = 7.60 A As 10 10 5 5 0 0 

F 20 20 10 10 0 0 

On-nestled model c 2 2 2 1 0 0 

C 10AsF 5 , Ic = 8.00 A AS 200 200 0 100 0 0 

F 200 200 16 100 0 0 

* The anisotropic thermal factor expression used is 

exp[ -211"2 (U 11 h2 a *2 + U22k_2 b *2 + U3f2 c *2 
** ** **] + 2U 12hka b + 2U 13hR. a c + 2u23k.t b c ) • 

uij: Thermal parameters expressed in terms of mean-square 

amplitude of vibration in angstroms. 



Table 3. 4. x, y, and z 

coordinates of atoms used for 

the un-nestled model with Ic = 

8. 00 A. 

C(1) 

C(2) 

As 

F(l) 

F(2) 

X 

1/3 

2/3 

1/3* 

2/3* 

1/3* 

y 

2/3 

1/3 

2/3* 

1/3* 

2/3* 

z 

0 

0 

1/2 

3/8 

5/8 

* With the. large anisotropic 

thermal parameters for As and F 

given in Table 3, their x and y 

can be thought of as dummy 

coordinates, i.e., any values 

will give the same result. 
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Figure 3.8. Requirement of staggering of carbon layers (as in graphite) 

imposed by the nestling of AsF6 anions. (Solid-, and 

dashed-lined fluorine atoms, respectively, are nestled on 

solid-, and dashed-lined carbon hexagonal nets.) 
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A possible pseudo-hexagonal unit cell with a0 • 17ag (in 
the ab-plane projection) is shown. 
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Chapter 4 

MATHEMATICAL TREATMENT OF MODELS FOR c14AsF 6 : 

DISORDER BOTH-ALONG THE C-AXIS AND WITHIN THE AS-PLANE 

The nestled-small-cell model and the nestled-large-cell model 

proposed in the previous chapter were dealt with using probability 

functions which are to be described in this chapter. An extension of the 

large-cell model is also proposed. All of these models explicitly deal 

with the stacking disorder of carbon layers along the c-axis. The 

previously described small-cell model assumed perfectly random 

distribution of AsF6 consistent with the requirement of nestling, while 

the large-cell model and its extention assumed perfect ordering of AsF6 

within each gallery. The lower angle X-ray diffraction halos (A) and (B) 

(see Figure 3.1), however, indicate only a short-range order in the AsF6 

arrangement within each gallery. When the nestled AsF6 are ordered in 

small domains within .. each gallery, all observed X-ray diffraction data 

are satisfactorily accounted for. 

4.1 Intensity Expression of Disordered Crystals 45- 49 

The intensity of X-ray scattering by an object is given by 

I=-AA* 
' 

(4.1) 

where A is the amplitude of the reflected beam by the whole object. If 

the object is a perfect crystal with many equivalent unit cells (strictly 

speaking the equivalency is attained only when the crystal is infinitely 

large.), A can be expressed by 

ha ~F•exp [ (2ni/). )(5-50 ) • Rj], 
J 

where s0 and S are unit vectors of the incident and scattered X-ray 

beams, Rj is a vector to define the position of the origin of the j-th 

unit cell, and F is the structure factor of the unit cell given by 
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P.. })nexp [ (21Ti/ A) (s-s0 ) • rn], 
n 

where fn is the scattering factor of the n-th atom, and rn is the 

position of the atom relative to the origin of the unit cell. Then the 

intensity is given by 

I:a I I FF* exp [ (21Ti/A )(s-s0 ) • (R.. -:1. .... ) 1. 
. . ... J J 
JJ 

If the crystal is disordered, but the unit cells are still related 

by a translation vector 4j (displacement disorder), the amplitude will be 

A= ~F•exp [ (21Ti/A) (S-50 ) • (R.j+~j)], 

or 

where 

J 

Ira IF. exp [ (21Ti/A) (s-s0 ) •Rj J, 
j J 

(4.2) 

If different atollS can ocrupy the same site of the unit cell one at a 

time (substitution . disorder), the amplitude and the structure factors 

will be given by 

IP IF. exp [ ( 21Ti/ A) (s-s0 ) • R.j J 
j J 

F j= If j, nexp [ (21Ti/A) (s-s0 ) • rn]. 
n 

If the disorder is such that the structure factors differ from one 

another, while the positions of the unit cells are like those in a 

perfect crystal, ("whole-unit-cell substitution"), A and F will be 

expressed by 

A:a IF j exp [ (21Ti/ A) (s-s0 ) • R.j J 
j 

Nj 

F j"" 2 l f j , n e xp [ ( 21T i/ A )( s-s0 ) • rn ] , 

where Nj is the number atollS in the j-th unit cell. 

(4.3) 

The above two 

equations can take care of both displacement and substitution disorders, 

and can be applied to any substance. This is because any substance can 
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be considered to be comprised of many parallelepipeds whose structure 

factors are different from one another. Since the models considered 

later cannot be expressed by displacement disorder alone, the following 

derivation is based on these two equations. This is because two AsF6 

anions in different galleries are, in some cases, related by a mirror 

plane parallel to the ab-plane (plus by a displacement). The idea of 

displacement disorder, however, will be fully incorporated into structure 

factors by using equation (4.2), since the three types of carbon layers 

are related by a displacement. The stacking disorders of a simple cubic-

face-centered structure, a ·hexagonal-close-paCked structure, pristine 

graphite, etc. can be dealt with displacement disorder alone. 45 , 48 

From Equations (4.1) and (4.3), we have 

I=- l: l: FF*exp [(2'1ri/). )(s-s0 ) • (R. -lt .... ) J 
jj"' . J J 

(4.4) 

Defining (s-s0 )/). and Rj by 

* * * (s-s0)/).:ha +kb +1c 

tj :j 1 a+j 2b+j 3c, 

and putting jn=j~+mn, Equation (4.4) is written as 

* I::a LLF jF j+mexp2'1ri( hm 1 +km2+tm3), ( 4. 5) 
jm 

where h, k and 1 are continuous variables. For the rest of this chapter 

upper-case H, K, and L are used for integers and lower-case h, k, and Jl. 

for continuous variables. J 

4.2 Models (HKJI.)-(I), -(II), and -(III) 

(Disorder Along the c-Axis) 

4.2.1 Description of the models 

It is possible to express the intensities of disordered crystals by 

using probability functions. Three models have been considered which 

explicitly deal with the stacking disorder along the .£.-axis. The first 
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model corresponds to the nestled-small-cell model in Chapter 3, and will 

be called (HKR. )-(I) model. The small-cell ( (HKR.)-( I)) model, 

"implicitly" assumes perfectly random distribution of AsF6 anions between 

two graphite layers (a gallery) with the requirement of nestling. 

Because of their "perfect" randomness the disordering in the occupied 

galleries relative to one another can be dealt with using the small 

lattice constant ag appropriate for graphite. This implies a perfectly 

ordered structure for each small unit cell, but the occupancy in AsF6 is 

fractional (appropriate to the stoichiometry). The seco~d model, (HKR.)

(I I), corresponds to the nestled-large-cell model in Chapter 3. The 

ordering of AsF6 anions is perfect, and the lattice consant a 0 is ffag. 

It should be noticed that there are two different arrangements of AsF6 

nestled in a given pair of graphite carbon-atom layers. As sha.m in 

Figure 4.1, a given AsF6 (at the origin of the cell) can be surrounded by 

close AsF6 in two ways: designated R and S. The perfectly ordered 

arrangement in a given gallery will be represented either by a cell 

designated R or S. It is convenient to take hexagonal "unit" cell with 

a 0s7ag, because such a unit has both patterns within its framework. This 

model will be called (HKR.)-(III). The R-structure was arbitrarily chosen 

for model (II). It was assumed that AsF6 anions have a perfectly ordered 

arrangement within each gallery. This larger hexagonal "unit" cell was 

arrived at in the course of attempts to explain the very low angle halo 

(A) in Figure 3.1. However, the lower angle reflections below {210} 43, 

which corresponds .to [100] 43 of model (!I), should be extinct. To 

account for the low angle halo (A) it was necessary to make a more 

drastic change. This is described in Section 4.3. 

The requirement in model (III) is more plausible than that in model 
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(II), in that it allows equal weight for the two orientations of the 

close-packed nestled AsF6 species labelled R and S. Model (I) implicitly 

assumes such a mixture of orientations; the close packing which gives 

rise to the R and S alternatives was not a part of the model. In models 

(II) and (III) it is assumed that the positions of AsF6 anions in one 

gallery have no influence on the relative positions of those in the 

neighboring galleries. In model (III) it is also assumed that there is 

no correlation between the R- and S-structures. 

Models (I), (II), and (III), respectively, can be expressed by 

random stacking of 6, 42, and 84 different unit cells with lattice 

constants !fag, and 7ag, and C(j 7.60 A (see Table 4.1). The 

number of different unit cells will be designated by N. The subscrip.t 

"p" in Table 4.1 deals with the fact that there are three kinds of carbon 

!ayers (A, B, and C). The subscript "q" was necessary because of the 

direction along the .£_-axis (two possible orientations of AsF6 anions 

related by a mirror plane parallel to the ab-plane). The subscript "r" 

was necessary because of the size of the super lattice ffag, i.e., there 

are 7 different sites whcih AsF6 can occupy. The subscript "s" was 

necessary to take care of the R and S types of the AsF6 arrangements. 

The assigned values for them are: p =- 0, and ±1; q = ±1; r = O, ±1, ±2, 

and ±3; and s = ±1. Model (I) deals with the ideas which the subscripts 

p and q represent, model (II) with p, q, and r, and model (III) with p, 

q, r, and s. The negative sign is replaced by a bar above the 

subscript. The definitions of the subscripts are such that the two R-

and S-strucures given in Figure 4.1 are related via two operations, i.e 

(HKt) + (KHt) + (KHt), according to Table 4.1, (III). 
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4.2~2 Structure Factors 

The folladng discussion will be made mainly for model (I), unless 

special comments on the other models are necessary. The desired 

equations, hOiiiever, will be given for all three models when a general 

equation is not applicable. 

A side view of the six unit cells for model (I) is shown in Figure 

4.2 (see also Figures 3.10, 3.9, and 4.1, respectively, for models (I), 

(II), and (III)). 

and 

Defining 

(I) a:2'1T (H-K) /3 

(II) a:2'1T(H+SK)/21 

(III) a:2'1T(2H+K)/21, 

(I) S: not applicable 

(II) S:2'1T(3H+15K)/21 

(III) S:2'1T(3H+3K)/21, 

n:'IT.t and r;:2'1T.tzf, 

where zf is the z-coordinates of fluorine atoms (1.00/7.60), the 

structure factors F01 , F010 , and F0101 and their relations to those of 

the other unit cells can be given by 

(I) F01 (HK.t)=2fc(cos[n]+cos[a-n])+2ffcos[a+r;]+fAs 

F pq(HK.t )-F Oq (HK.t )expaip 

F pq(HK.tp F pq (HK.t), 



and 

6 
(II) F010 (HK1)=a2fc L {cos [Sn-n]+cos [Sn+2a-n]} 

n=O 

+2fF{cos[a-~]+cos[46-~]+cos[-56-~l}+fAs 

F pqr(HKR.)= F Oqr(HKR.)expaip 

F pqr(HKR. )=F pq/HKt) 

F pqr(HKR.)=aF pqO(HKR.)expBir, 

6 6 
(I II) F 0101 (HKR. )= 2f c L L {cos [ 61r(mH+nK) /21-n J 

liFO n=O 
+cos[61r(mH+nK)/21+a-nl} 

6 
+2fF L {cos[Bm-2'1r(2H+K)/2i-~] 

liFO 
+cos[f3m-2'1r(H-K)/21-~] 

+cos [6m-21r(H+2K) /21-~] }+fAs 

F pqrs (HKR.)= Foqrs (HKR.)expaip 

Fpqrs(HKR.)=F pqrs(HKR.) 

F pqrs (HKR.)=aF pqOs (HKR.)expf3ir 

Fpqrs(HKR.)-Fpqrs(KHR.)exp [21rip(H-K)/21]. 
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(4.6) 

In models (I) and (II) the subscripts can be independently changed, 

whereas in model (III) the subscript s depends on P• In order to have 

the composition c 14AsF6 the scattering factors for three kinds of atoms 

can be appropriately weighted. The factors Wtc:WtAs:WtF are 7:2:6, 

1:2:2, and 1:2:2, respectively, for models (I), (II), and (III). 

The structure factors are defined between 

J/z c; z c; liz with an arsenic atom at the origin. Since the structures at z 

and z+n, where n is an integer, are no longer equivalent, the requirement 

of J./z c; z < 1/2 must be rigorous. This can be seen by noting that cos21T R.z 

is generally not equal to cos2'1r1(z+l) when .e. is a continuous variable. 

Such a requirement is not necessary for x and y. This is because the 

perfect ordering (or disordering in the case of model (I)) was assumed 
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within each graphite gallery, i.e., Hand K are integers. 

4.2.3 Expression of Jm (Probability functions) 

If Fj in equation (4.5) depends only on m3 and the crystal is large 

enough to validate an assumption that the summation variables j and m run 

from negative to positive infinites, 50 Equation (4.5) is transformed to 

(4. 7) 

cells m3-units apart along the c-axis. Equation (4. 7) is non-zero only 

when h=H and k=K, where H and K are integers. Now we have 

I(HK1)«LJmexp2nitm, (4.8) 
m 

where the subscript 3 in m3 was omitted. 

In order to calculate Jm it is necessary to know the probability of 

having one of the six unit cells m-layers away from a given cell. The m-

th layer is stacked ~the (m-1)-th layer, and the discussion is made for 

m>O. The same kind of discussion, however, can be made for m~O, and the 

final form of probabilities will be a function of the absolute value of 

m. Possible stacking sequences are shown in Figure 4.3 starting with the 

unit cell ~01 • Defining P pq ,m as the probability of finding one of the 

cells, ~pq, at the m-th layer, Ppq,m can be expressed in terms of 

P p ... q ... , m-1 by 

E'-r1, m•PoT, m· (Prr, m-1 +P ll,m-1) 12 

P11 m•Prr m=-(PlT m-l+Pn m-1)/ 2 , , , , 

Pol ,m·P 1T,m=- (P 11 ,m-1 +PoT,m-1) 12• 

The cells with the same kind of carbon layers at the top and the bot tom 

have the same probability of being at the m-th layer.. By substituting 

PpT,m by equivalent Ppl,m• we have 
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2P- =P +P 11,m 01,m-1 11,m-1 (4.9) 

2P11,m""Po 1,m-1 +PT1,m-1 

2Po1,map11,m-1+PT1,m-1• 

If ~01 is chosen as the zero-th layer, :ET1,m will be unique while Pll,m 

and P01 ,m are left equivalent. Then we can put 

P-y-1 m=(ll6)+utvm 
' 

P 11, ni Po 1, m= < 1 I 6) +uf vm' 

where the subscripts "t" and "f" stand for "two" and "four" (unit 

cells). By noting that the sum of the six probabilities is always one 

for any m (normalization), and that P11 1 is zero in this case, we find 
' 

ut ~ -213, uf ~ 113, and v = -112. Finally, 

P-y-1,m=(1/6)-(213)(-1/2)m 

P 11, ni < 1 I 6) +( 1 I 3 ) ( -1 I 2 ) m. 
(m:>1) 

(4. 9) 

(4 .1 0) 

Given a cell at the zero-th layer, the probability of having one of the 

two cells with the bottom carbon layer same as ~he top carbon layer of 

the zero-th layer cell is given by (4.9) and that of the other four cells 

including the same kind of unit cell at the origin is given by (4.10). 

In general 

Pt ~(1IN)-(41N)(-112)1ml ,m 

Pf =-(11N)+(21N)(-112)1ml. ,m 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

The equivalent probabilities for the sets of two and four for m:>1 are 

different from those for m~-1: P01 ,m·P1T,m for m:>1, while P01 ,m=Prr,m 

for m~-1. 

Now Jm is expressed by 

NJ •JtPt +Jfpf m ,m ,m (4.13) 

where Jt and Jf are 



(I) Jt: I~ [<Fp1+Fp~T)(Fpr+Fp~1>*] 
(pp ) 

(II) Jt: I~ [I<Fp1r+Fp~Tr>I<FpTr+Fp~1r>*] 
(pp ) r r 

( III) J : \ (\\(F +F ~- )\\(F ~F ~ >*] t l. ~ 1.1. psrs p srs l.l. psrs p srs ' 
(pp ) rs rs 

where (pp~)a(Ol), (l1), and (10), and 

(I) Jt: I [<F 1+F ~T)(F 1+F ~1+IF ~~ >*] 
~ ~~) p p p p p q 

PP P q 

(II) Jf: I [I<F 1 +F ~T )I<F 1 +F ~1 +IF ~~ >*] 
~ ;;) p r p r p r p r p r 

PP p r r · q 

*' ' (III) JC: \ ·(\\(F +F ;~- )\\(F ~F ~ +\F ~~ ) ) 
~ ~; l.l. psrs p srs l.l. psrs p srs l. p srs ' 

pp p )rs . rs . q 

where (PP;P;;)a (Ol1), (l10), and (lOl). 
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The sum of Jt and Jf devided by N2 is the square of the average of all 

the structure factors: 

·and 

Defining 

and 

(I) (II) and (III) P:1+2cos[a], 

(I) 

(II) and (III) R:1+2(cos[B]+cos[2B]+cos[3B]), 

( I) A: F O l ( HK1) 

(II) A:F010(HK1) 

(III) A:F0101 (HK1)+F0101 (KHT), 

r 



(I) B:F01 (HKt) 

(II) B:F010(HKR.) 

(III) B:F0101 (HKR.)+F0101 (KHR.), 

NF can be expressed by 

NF-= PR(A+B). 

From equations (4.13), (4.11) and (4.12) we have 

N2J sN(JtPt +Jfpf, ) m ,m ,m 

s(Jt+Jf)+2(Jf-2Jt)(-1/2)jmj 

• Nzf +2(Jf-2Jt )( -1/2) lml (m:f:O), 

(Jf-2Jt) is calculated to be 

Jf-2Jt:a 2R 2( 1-cosa){ (A2+B2-4AB) (2+cosa)-i3(A2-B2 )sina}. 

4.2.4 Intensity Expression 

From Equation (4.8) we have 

I=N2}:Jmexp21fiR.m 
m 

"' 
•N 2J 0+N 2}: Jmexp21riR.m, 

m 

=N 2J 0+2N 2Re [ I J exp21rR.m], 
UP1m 
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(4.14) 

where the primed summation sign excludes the origin term, i.e. m:f:O, and 

the relationship 

J =J* 
-m m' 

was used. This can be proved by deriving Jm for m<O. Alternatively it 

* can be seen by expressing Jm as the sum IFjFj+m for a given and 

sufficiently large number, n, of pseudo-unit-cells, which is constant. 46b 

I 
j 

n-unit-cells 

Then substituting Jm with Equation (4.14), we have 

2 .. 00 I I 
I•N 2J 0+NZF I exp21riR.m+4Re[(Jf-2Jt) I (-1/2) m exp27riR.m], 

m UP 1 
since 
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CD CD 

2 L exp2Tri!DF 2 L cos2Tr !m 
m=1 IIP1 , 

• L c:xpl,ritm. 

By adding and subtr:cting N~ the orgin can be recovered for the first 

summation: 
CD 

I• N2J 0+N:zfLexp2Tri!m-Nzf + L (Jf-2Jt )( -1/2)mexp [ -2Tri!m] ] • 
m m=1 

J 0 , by definition, is the average of the squares of all the structure 

factors: 

Defining 

[ CR] :NzfLexp 2Tr R.m, 
m 

since this term corresponds to the usual expression for a crystal 

reflection with a structure factor F, we have 
--2 CD 

I•[CR]+N2(F 2-F )+4Re[(Jf-2Jt) L (-1/2)mexp2Tri!m). 
m=1 

Noting that 

we have 

CD 

L ( -1/ 2)me xp 2Tri!IIP { (1 +2cos2Tr R. )+i2s in2Tr R.} I (5+4cos2'!T!), 
IIP1 

Ia [CR] +N 2F2-P 2R2(A2+B 2 )-8R 2{ (1-cosa) /(5+4cos2Tr !) } • 

{(A 2-4AB+B 2) (2+cosa) (1+2cos2Tr !)+6(A2-B2 )sinasin2Tr t} 

4.2.5 Cases of H and K on the conditions of R, P, and (1-cosa) 

(4.15) 

In general three conditions can be considered, i.e., whether R, P, 

and/or (1-cosa) are zero or non-zero. The corresponding conditions on H 

and K, when they are zero, are 

R-0 (I) not applicable (R:1) 

(II) H+5M:a ( 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6) + 7n 

(III) H+~(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6) + 7n, 



P...O (I) H-K=±1+3n 

(II) H+5~±7+21n 

(III) H+K=±7+21n, 

1-cosa=O (I) H-K=3n 

(II) H+SK- 21n 

(III) H+K-21n. 
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Of the possible combinations of the three conditions, four cases lead to 

different intensity expressions: 

(i) 1-cosa=O for (I), (II), and (III). 

Under these conditions all the structure factors become equivalent· 

and the intensity is simply given by 

I• [CR]. 

(ii) R~O and P=O for (I), (II), and (III). 

Under these conditions F is zero, and, therefore, [ CR] is zero. 

Intensity is given by 

_I=-N 2F2-8R 2{ (l-cosa)/(5+4cos2n1)} 

• { (2+cosa) (1+2cos2n 1)(A2-4AB+B2 )+6sina(A2-B2 )sin2n 1 J. 

(ii.i) R=-0 for (II) and (III). 

Although three sub-cases could be made, i.e. P=O, 

( 1-cosa):aO, or P( 1-cosa)t:O, they all lead to the same intensity 

expression: 

I=- N2F2• 

[CR] is again zero, since F is zero. 

(iv) RP(1-cosa)t:O for (III) 

(4.16) 

This formally leads to the full intensity expression given by 

Equation (4.15). Although there are possible (HK) under this condition 

for model (III), no non-zero intensity occurs. All the structure factors 



are zero. 

4. 2. 6 Conversion of intensities from "in reciprocal space" to 

"in Del?ye circle" 47 , 48 
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In powder diffraction patterns, the power, P( e)de, associated with 

unit length of a Debye circle is measured. In terms of the intensity 

distribution I(H0K01)d1 of the reciprocal lattice, we have 

PH K 1 (e)«I(H0K01){(l+cos22e)/(sin2ecose)}d1/de 
0 0 

where H and K are assigned- constant values of H0 and K0 , and the quotient 

(l+cos 226)/(sin2ecose) is the Lorenz-polarization factor applicable for 

the De~e-Scherrer method. If e 0 is the glancing angle corresponding to 

R.-0 for a given set of H (=H0) and K (=-K0 ), the relationship between 1 

and e becomes 

Accordingly we have 

. If 
PHoKo·1 ( e )«I(HoKo1) (1 +cos22e )/ { sin2e(sin26-sin2e0 ) 2}. ( 4. 17) 

This equation is not realisic, since P(e) is infinite when e=e0 • 

Modifications49 were not made. 

4.3 Three Dimensional Disorder Model 

(Disorder Both Along the c-Axis and Within the ab-Plane) 

Although halo (B) in Figure 3.1 was partially explained by models 

(HK1)-( II) and -(III), they fail to explain the fact that halo (B) 

extends to !<:Mer angle than that of [100] for model (II), or {210} for 

model (III). It can not be reasonably accounted for by the "line width" 

of [ 101 J or { 211} reflections. Furthermore another halo (A) in Figure 

3.1 at the lower angle cannot be explained by these models. 

Models (II) and (III) have dealt with the disorder along the .:;_-

axis. They, however, assumed that each layer has a perfectly ordered 
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AsF6 arrangement. Model (I) assumed that the anions are nestled but are 

totally randomly distributed. The actual samples "CxAsF 6" are likely to 

have an arrangement of the anions somewhere between these two extremes 

for the follcwing reasons. Even if the comfortable nestling of AsF6 can 

persi_st when x-14, x is seldom exactly 14 in actual samples. Perhaps 

more importantly, as recognized in model (III), there must be R and S 

arrangements within each gallery (see Figure 4.1). But it is highly 

unlikely that a gallery would be wholely R or wholely S. It is probable 

that nestling of AsF6 begins at many places within a gallery and that 

domains of R and S character develop in each gallery. The diffraction 

characteristics of such a domain structure were explored. 

Based on the above considerations a model with a short-range order 

of· AsF(; anion arrangement was proposed. This model will be called (hk!) 

model. Now h, k, and ! are all continuous variables signifying three 

dimensional disorder. In order to incorporate the R- and S-structures it 

is best to assume that domains have a hexagonal lattice constant acr 7Mag, 

where M is an integer. This implicitly assumes the domain has a lattice 

constant of at least 7ag ~see Discussion). The following discussion will 

be made for the smallest domain, i.e. M=a 1, and the modification will be 

made later to incorporate the cases with M)2. 

The model has assumed that all possible sites for AsF6 nestling (an 

arsenic atom between eclipsed carbon atoms) can be occupied by AsF(; with 

an equal probability (same as model (HK!)-(I)), and each AsF6 anion has 

an equal probability of being at the center of the domain. There can be 

four different structures for a given pair of eclipsed carbon atoms. 

They correspond to t 0101 , tourr, t 0T01 , and toTOT of model (HKt}:-< III). 

The structure factors are defined between J-12 < x,y, z < 112 (except for some 
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of the fluorine atoms of AsF6 anions near the border) with an arsenic 

atom at the origin (see Equation ( 4. 6)). The disorder in the ab-plane 

was realized by displacing the origin to one of the 48 other possible 

sites for .ASF6 nestling (see Figure 4.1). It is noticed that in models 

(HKR.)-( II) and -(III) the "displacement disorder" could be incorporated 

into the "whole-unit-cell substitution". It was possible because a 

perfect order was assumed in the ab-plane~ In this model, however, 

displacement 1m1st be treated as it is. This statement is equivalent to 

the requirement .J.h.; x,y,z .; 1/2 for Equation (4.6). All domain sizes are 

assumed to be the same. Carbon layers are assumed to be perfect and do 

not contribute to the intensities except for the reflections which 

correspond to usual graphite (HKO) and the corresponding (HKR.) 

reflections. The treatment of the stacking disorder was the same as the 

(HKR.) models. 

Starting with the general equation (Equation (4.5)) for the three 

dimensional disorder, we have 

I·l: L: L: Jm +m +m exp2'1ri(hm1+km2+.tm3 ) 
m m m 1 2 3 

1 2 3 

•1: L Jm +m exp2'1ri(hm1+km2 ) 
m m 1 2 

1 2 

+1: L (L,)Jm +m +m exp2'1ri(hm1+km2+R.m3 ) 
m m m 1 2 3 

1 2 3 

•Jo+<l: L ),Jm
1

+m
2

exp2'1ri(hm1 +km2 ) 

m1m2 

+(L,Jm
3

exp2'1riR.m3 )L L exp2'1ri(hm1+km2 ) 

m3 m1m2 

•Jo-Jm
1

+m
2

+[Jm
1

+m
2
+L:' m

3
exp2'1riR.m3 ]L: l:exp2'1ri(hm1+km2 ), 

m3 m1 m2 . 

where three cases were made for Jm
1

+m
2

+m
3

: 

(4.18) 
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J =J 
m1+mz+m3 ° (m1=m2=mrO) 

J =J 
m1 +mz+m3 m1 +mz (mTO and m1 •mz*O) 

Jm1+m2+m3""Jm3 

Using the same definitons for A, B, and a as in model (HK1)-(III), and 

defining R" as the double SIJmmation: 

3 3 
R": L L exp2wi(hm+kn), 

!IF -3 IF -3 

we have 

Jc:fF2 

J =R" 2(A+B) 2/(4•49)2 
m1+m2 

Jm =p2+2(Jf-2Jt)(-1/2)1ml/(4•49•3), 
3 . 

where 

Jf-2Jt• 2R" 2(1-cosa){ (A2+B2-4AB) (2+cosa)~i3(A2-B2 )sina}. 

The last term in equation ( 4.18) corresponds to the (HKi) models, since 

the double summation IIexp2wi(hm1 +km2 ) is essentially zero when h and k 

are non-integers. The equivalency of the last term to the (HKi) models 

is seen by noting that 
... 

Jm +m +I Jm exp2wi1m = LJm +m +m exp2wi1m • (4.19) 
1 2 m 3 3 m 1 2 3 3 3 . 3 . 

The similarity of this equation to equation (4.8) is apparent. R" is 

non-zero only when (h,k)a (7m, 7n) where m and n are integers. Although 

this (hki) model is closely related to model (HK1)-(III) in having R" 

instead of R, because of the disorder in the ab-plane the above equation 

(Equation (4.19)) is equivalent to model (HKi)-( I), and the first two 

terms ·in Equation (4.18) will be the cause of the low angle halos 

(contribution of these two terms to higher angle intensity was found to 

be very small). Then disregarding the third term for (HK1) scattering, 

we have the intensity expression for the (hki) scattering: 
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I=Jo-Jm +m 
1 2 

=(4•49) 2F2-R' 2(A+B) 2 • (4.20) 

When the domain size has a lattice constant ao= 7Mag, the intensity 

will be given by 

(4.21) 

where the factor [SN] is defined as 

[SN] = {(sin[ 'II'Mh] sin[ 'II'Mk] Is in[ 'll'h]s in[ 'll'k] }2. 

This is because the structure factor G and the intensity GG* for the 

larger domain (ao= 7Mag) can be expressed by that of the smaller domain 

(ao=7ag) according to the equations 
M-1 M-1 

G-F L L exp2'11'i(hm+kn) 

/ 
IJP 0 I'P 0 

GG*=FF*[SN]. 

M2 and [SN] in the braces in equation (4.21) were necessary, since the 

number of the possible sites of AsF6 increa~es by the factor of M2• 

Conversion of intensity from reciprocal space to the De bye-circle 

was done "digitally" as was the case with the nestled-cell models in 

Chapter 3, i.e., h, k, and t were assigned values of multiples of 1/20 

and the intensities were collected to the corresponding 29 value with the 

interval of 1/10 degree. The unit of 1/20 for h, k, and t was small 

enough to produce a uniform intensity curve. The smaller unit did not 

enhance the uniformity noticeably. 

4.4 Results and Discussion 

The cal01lation of diffraction patterns for the various models 

involved steps which were sometimes common to two (or all) of the 

models. Sharp diffraction peaks were anticipated for all models for 

reflections OOL and for HKL (HK-case (i), see 4.2.5). The calculated 

' 
pattern for such reflections is shCJfJn in Figure 4. 4. Models (I) and 
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(III) each assume an equal mix of R and S AsF6 packing arrangements (see 

Figure 4.1), and as a consequence of this, the (lOt) and {70t} (which 

represent the stacking disorder according to the requirements of Figures 

4.2 and 4.3) are identical. The calculated diffraction pattern for such 

reflections (HK-case (ii)) for models (i) and ( I,II) is shown in Figure 

4.5 and should be compared with Figure 4.6, which gives the related data 

for model (II). Model (II) must be considered as unlikely since it only 

allcws R or S for the entire powder sample. (It is possible that one 

single crystal could adopt all R or all S packing.) For all other HKt 

reflections (HK-case (iii)) the saw-tooth character represented in Figure 

4.7 is calculated for models (II)'and (III). They have the same pattern, 

since the total intensity is the average of the intensities of R and S 

strustures (see Equation (4.16)). This is because the powder 

diffraction patterns of the two types of structures are the same. The 

abrupt low-angle onset of a peak is associated with the leading HKO 

reflection of an HKt set. As was pointed out in Section 4. 2. 6, although 

unrealistic, each on set should be infinite according to Equation 

(4.17). Figures 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 are so scaled that the additions of 

Figures 4.6 to 4.7, and 4.5 to 4.7, respectively, give the total diffuse 

scattering patterns of models {II) and (III) (HK-cases (ii) and (iii) 

(see Section 4.2.5)). They are shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. They 

suggest that halo (B) could be caused by the superlattce structure 

represented in models (II) or (III). But there is a serious failure to 

cope with the observed halo· (A). The final model (referred to as the 

(hkt) model) does simulate that and all other observed features. 

In the (hkt) model it is assumed that each gallery of the CxAsF 6 

contains domains of R or S arrangements of nestled AsF6• It is 
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reasonable to assume that these R and S domains occur because of 

simultaneoos development of nestled AsF{; close packing at many points 

within each gallery. Growth about an AsF6 nestled at a point R (see 

Figure 4.1) will not provide for continuity with AsF6 at a point S. It 

is thus easy to visualize how the domain boundaries would arise. 

The results corresponding to Equation (4.20) for the (hkt) model are 

shown in Figure 4.10, together with a simulated whole pattern (see 

belor.i). As was the case with the models in the previous chapter, a 

gaussian function with a standard deviation of 0.3 degree in 29 was given 

to each acwmulated intensity with 1/10 degree intervals. Calculations 

based on Equations (4.20) and (4.21) suggest that the model reproduces 

the observed pattern well when M-1. Similar calwlations for hexagonal 

domains of multiples of 17ag indicated that domains of ca. 7ag reproduces 

the observed pattern best. The intensities calwlated from the last term 

in Equation (4.18) are the same as given in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. The 

reason for this was explained in the description of the (hkR.) model (see 

Section 4. 3). The observed pattern was simulated (see Figure 4.10) by 

combining the new (hkt) scattering (curve (a) in Figure 4.10) for this 

model from Equation (4.20) with the results from the small-cell model 

shor.in in Figure 3.11, which would also apply to this case. Figure 3.11 

corresponds to a combincation of Figures 4.4 and 4.5. The quartz 

background scattering (curve (b) in Figure 4.10) was also added. The 

combination (curve (c)) of curves (a) and (b) and Figure 3.11 

contributions to the scattering required some weitghting of one 

contribution relative to the others to provide a fit to the general form 

of the observed scattering. The excellent agreement between the observed 

and calculated scattering shown in Figure 4.11 indicates that the 
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structural model (hki) is highly satisfactory. 

G.linier data with higher resolution and better background would 

provide more convincing evidence for the structural model (hkt), and data 

from a single crystal are highly desirable. Even with the latter, 

however, it is probable that R and S domains of small size would occur. 

This is because, as the close clusterings of AsF(; about each AsF(; 

propagate, they develop R or S arms randomly and independently. 



Table 4.1. The relationships of the subscripts p, q, r, and s 

to the carbon-layer types and the AsF6 arrangements. 

(HKe)-(1) model 

I~ 1 0 1 

B A c -Top carbon layer 
1 

c B A -Bottom carbon layer 

c B A -Top carbon layer 
1 

B A c -Bottom carbon layer 

(HKt)-(11) model 

~ 
.... 

±3 1 0 1 r=O, ±1, ±2, and 

B A c -Top carbon layer 

1 R R R -AsF6 arrangement 

c B A -Bottom carbon layer 

c B A -Top carbon layer 

1 R R R -AsF0 arrangement 

B A c -Bottom carbon layer 

(HK!)-(111) model 

~ 1 0 1 
r=O, ±1, ±2, and ±3 

~ T 1 T 1 1 1 

c B B A A c -Top carbon layer 
.... 
1 s R s R s R -AsF0 arrangement 

B c A B B A -Bottom carbon layer 

B c A B B A -Top carbon layer 

1 s R s R s R -AsF6 arrangement 

c B B A A c -Bottom carbon layer 



Figure 4.1. Relationship of the R- and S-structures and the commom hexagonal "unit" 
cell used for the (HK!)-(111) model with the lattice constant a 0 a 7ag• XBL 849-3761 

00 
......... 
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,A- (l') ;C -Top carbon layer, 

I - - 1- -Fluorine a tom 
I 

-· -Arsenic atom 

- -Fluorine atom 

~~--~--~~--~-~-Bottom carbon layer 

------... _.-.. ~-Top carbon layer 
I 
1- -Fluorine atom 
I 
1- -Arsenic a tom 
I 
1- -Fluorine atom 
I ' fC -Bottom carbon layer 

(1,1) 

XBL 849-3762 

Figure 4.2. Six unit cells, tpq' used in the (HKt)-(I) model with a 0 .. ag and c 0 .. 7.6 A 
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2 

A A c c 

~ ~ 
A c 

1 

B 
Starting layer {zero-th) ---

A 

A A 
-1 

B c 

XBL 849-3763 

Figure 4.3. Stacking sequences of the unit cells starting 
with t 01 for model (HK!)-(1). 
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Figure 4.4. Calculated diffraction pattern for models (HK.t}-(1), 
-(II), and -(III) with HK-case (i). 
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Figure 4.5. Calculated diffuse scattering pattern for models 
(HKt)-(1) and -(Ill) with HK-case (ii). 
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Figure 4.6. Calculated diffuse scattering pattern for model 
(HKR.)-(II) with HK-case (11). 
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Figure 4.7. 
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Calcula.ted diffuse scattering pattern for models 
(HK!)-(Ii) and -(III) with HK-case (iii). 
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Figure 4.8. Calculated diffuse scattering pattern for XBL 849-3768 
model (HKt)-(11) (HK-cases (ii) +(iii)). 
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Figure 4.9. 
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Calculated diffuse scattering pattern for 
model (HK1)-(lll) (HK-cases (ii) +(iii)). 
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2•THETA/DECREE 
Figure 4.10. Diffraction patterns by the (hkt) model in combination with 
the results by the small-cell model: (a) (hkt) scattering by the (hkt) 
model (Equation (4. 20) ); (b) Combination of (a), (c), and the results of 
the small-cell model (see Figure 3.11); (c) quartz capillary background. 
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Figure 4.11. Summary of the observed and simulated diffraction 

patterns. The siDJJlation was made by the (hkt) model. 

See Figures 3.1 and 4.10, respectively, for the observed 

and calculated patterns. 
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Chapter S 

REACTIONS OF c14nAsF6 WITH AsF5 , AsF 3 , F2 , ETC., 

AND CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENTS 
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In Chapters 2-4 graphite hexafluoroarsenates and related materials 

are compositionally and structurally characterized. 

materials are vacuum stable and well characterized, they make good 

starting and/or reference materials. In order to get further insight 

into the nature of the intercalation compounds, some reactions involving 

c14nAsF 6 are described in this chapter. Data obtained from HOPG chips by 

in-situ conductivity and X-ray diffraction measurements depend for their 

interpretation upon the more fully described behaviour of powdered 

materials. A reproducible procedure for the preparaion of nestled-form 

powdered c14nAsF6 is described first. 

5.1 Preparation of Nestled Cl4nAsF6 

For the majority of experiments materials of composition c14nAsF6 

were prepared by treating graphite (SP-1) with AsF 5 and F2 in the 

stoichiometry appropriate for 

14n C + AsF 5 + lfz Fz + c14nAsF6 

The AsF5 and F2 were condensed sequentially upon the graphite contained 

in a stainless steel vessel (5-10 m£ ). The mixture was warmed to room 

temperature and stirred on a vi bra tor for two hours or more. All 

remaining volatiles (always small in amount) were removed under vacuum at 

room temperature. Constant weight was achieved within three hours, but 

routinely such samples were submitted to a dynamic vacuum overnight. 

Each sample was characterized by X-ray powder photography and found to 

conform to the unit cell dimensions and structure associated with the 

The requirements of good vibration-induced 
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stirring meant that the reaction vessels could only be partially 

filled. Hence sample weights were usually small (ca. 100 mg). Carbon 

analyses were made to check gravimetry (see Tables 5.1 and 5.3). 

5.2 Reactions of C140AsF6 with AsF5 , AsF~2 , etc. 

5. 2. 1 ,£140AsF0 with addition and removal of AsF5 

AsF 5 ( .... o. 5 mmoles) was condensed on to samples of C 14nAsF 6 ( .... 0.3 

mmoles) at -196 °C in a stainless steel vessels of small .volume ( .... 5 

me.). The closed vessel was warmed to room temperature and the contents 

were constantly stirred on a vibrator for at least two hours. Volatiles 

were removed by condensing them at -196 °C for a few minutes in a closed 

system until the contents of the vessel no longer registered gas pressure 

(<300-500 ~torr) on a thermocouple pressure gauge. X-ray powder 

photographs of this AsF5-rich 'material always revealed a unit cell with 

c0 ::: 8.0 A and the intensity. data were indicative of eclipsed carbon 

layers and un-nestled guest species (see Chapters 3 and 4). The AsF5 

uptake by "C 14AsF6" was about half a .mole per mole of AsF6- (see Table 

5.1 ). When this material was subjected to a dynamic vacuum ( .... 50 hours 

were taken but less may be necessary), it fell to constant weight close 

to that of the original c14nAsF 6 • An X-ray powder photograph of this 

material was indistinguishable from that of the starting c14nAsF6 

material (Ic ::: 7. 6 A for nestled AsF{; with staggered carbon layers-see 

Table 3.1 and Figure 3.8). 

5.2.2 ~40AsF6 with addition and removal of AsF3 

First-stage c14AsF6 ( .... 0.3 mmoles) prepared as described above was 

treated with AsF 3 ( .... 1 mmoles) in a stainless steel vessel ( .... 5 m£) at room 

temperature for periods of 1 day to 3 weeks. The contents were 

cons_tantly agitated by a vibrator. Volatiles were removed by vacuum 
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distillation to a cold trap (-196°) until there was no detectable gas on 

a Helicoid~ gauge (1500 torr full scale). This required several 

seconds. Infrared spectroscopy of the volatiles revealed the presence of 

some AsF 5• Carbon analysis of the solid indicated a composition ca. 

c14AsF6• (0.5)AsF3 (see Samples 3 and 4 in Table 5.1). X-ray powder 

photographs (see Table 5. 2 for representative data) indicated a grossly 

expanded Ic-spacing <~ 8.15 A). But the X-ray data also indicates some 

second- stage material (Ic ~ 11.6 A) admixed with a stronger first

stage. The data have not been completely indexed, however, and the these 

first- and second-stage cells are not completely described. 

Removal of AsF3 was carried out for several days in a dynamic vacuum 

at 20°. Infrared examination of these volatile revealed only AsF 3• X

ray powder data usually showed the reduced solid to be a mixture of 

first- and second-stage salts of the c14nAsF6 series. Carbon analysis 

indicated an overall composition c17 • 8AsF 6 (Sample 3 in Table 5.2) which 

requires a roughly 2:1 admixture of first-stage c14AsF6 with second-stage 

c28AsF6• The relative line intensities of the two patterns are in 

harmony with this requirement. The X-ray data were satisfactorily 

explained by the nestled c14nAsF 6 series. This suggests that the un-

indexed lines of the AsF3-rich compound before evacuation (see Table 5.2) 

were not due to contamination of the sample by impurities or 

decomposition products. 

5.2.3 Reaction of c14AsF6 with SF6 

Reactions were carried out in a manner similar to that employed for 

reactions with AsF 5 (see Section 5.2.1). The results (Samples 5 and 6 in 

Table 5.1) indicate the c140AsF6 does not incorporate SF6 in significant 

quantities. 
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5.2.4 Reaction of c140 AsF6 with Fz 

F2 (,0.5 mmole) was reacted with c14nAsF 6 (ca. 0.2-0.4 mmole). The 

procedures were essentially the same as those described for AsF5 and 

Tensimetry, however, was carefully carried out, since gravimetry 

and CHN analyses are less definitive: in determining uptake of F2 than of 

AsF 5 or AsF 3 because of the smaller molecular weight of F 2• It is 

notoriously difficult to analyse for fluorine in the presence of arsenic 

because of the kinetic stability of AsF(;. Moreover, pyrolysis also 

yields some carbon fluorides, e.g. CF4, which also have great kinetic 

stability. Tensimetry was done by measuring the initial pressure 

{actually the pressure difference before and after the condensation of 

some F2 gas at -196° in the reaction vessel) in a known volume (' 40 

ml: reaction vessel + vacuum line + helicoid gauge), and the final 

pressure after the reaction by opening the vessel to the vacuum line 

plus the Helicoid gauge. Since some F2 is always consumed by the inside 

wall-surfaces of the vacuum line and the Helicoid gauge, this method was 

preferred to monitoring the pressure change in the course of the 

reaction open to the entire vacuum-line system. Tensimet~y, gravimetry, 

and CHN analyses were found to be in satisfactory agreement. Infrared 

spectra of volatiles over the products usually revealed a small amount 

of CF4• The compositions of the products given in Table 5.3, however, 

were calculated based on CHN analyses with the assumption that the 

carbon-% change is solely associated with uptake or loss of F2• 

5. 2. 5 Reaction of C 14AsF 6 with so2ct. F 

(Reaction of graphite with o2AsF6 in S02ClF) 

Reactions were carried out with SP-1 powder and HOPG chips. 

Graphite ('5-10 mmoles) was reacted with excess o2AsF6 (,3 mmoles) in 



so2ctF at -23° (Cct 4 slush bath) for 1-5 days. It was found that the 

solvent so2CR.F was taken up by the product (see Table 5.4). IR of the 

volatiles from the solid product revealed only so2ctF. The removal of 

so2ctF from the product was found to be a very slow process. The X-ray 

diffraction patterns on the powdered material (Sample 1 in Table 5. 4) 

indicated that the loss of so2ct F is associated with an Ic -spacing 

decrease and with a corresponding structural change from un-nestled AsFx 

to nestled AsF6• Chemical analyses for C, S and CR. were made on 

different parts of a sample. This is probably the reason, especially 

for Sample 2 where HOPG chips were employed, why the compositional 

change is not totally consistent with the simple loss and uptake o.f 

so2ctF. 

5.3 Conductivity Measurements 

In situ conductivity measurements were carried out using an HOPG 

chip (see Chapter 2) of dimensions, ca. 5x 5x0.5 mur'3, in a quartz cell 

shown in Figure 5.1. X-ray (OOR.) reflection data were also obtained in 

situ on the same sample. A thin-walled bulb was made to minimize X-ray 

absorption. The cell was attached to a Debye-Scherrer camera and rocked 

to obtain (OOR.) reflections. Mo-Ka radiation was employed. Half an 

hour exposure was sufficient to obtain the necessary information. The 

estimated standard deviation for the lattice constants was ca. 0.03 A. 

This was satisfactory for the present purposes. Reacting gases were 

condensed in the cold-finger (see Figure 5.1) by liquid nitrogen. 

Conductivity measurements were made by the contactless radio 

frequency (1 kHz) inductive technique. 51 Calibration of the instrument 

was made using a copper standard of nearly the same size as the HOPG 

chips used for the reactions. The findings, however, are usually 
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expressed for convenience by the ratio of the conductivity of the 

product to that of the initial graphite; a /a g• 

derived from the relationship: 

t:. V = KA2ta 

The conductivity was 

where !:. V represents the voltage change (sample in field -,~sample out); 

K, a proportionality constant; A, the ab-plane surface area; t, the 

sample thickness; and a, the specific conductivity. Since the ab-plane 

dimensions do not change significantly ( (0.1 %) , a /a g is calculated 

according to the equation: 

a/ag = n•t:.V•3.35/(I0•t:.Vg) 

where n is the stage of the product and !:. V g is the voltage change for 

the initial graphite. When a sample is a mixture of first- and second

stage phases, their molar ratio was estimated by the X-ray (OOi) 

reflection intensities. All the compositions given in Table 5.5 were 

estimated from the known X-ray diffraction-data dependence on 

composition for powdered materials. 

5.3.1 HOPG sample preparation of c 14~ for conductivity measurements 

The production of c14nAsF6 material, using the HOPG chips suitable 

for conductivity work, required the employment of AsF5/F 2 mixtures in 

order to obtain pure first-stage material (see Chapter 2 for stage 

limitation using AsF5 alone). Because of the dramatic lowering of the 

in-plane conductivity brought about by the addition of excess fluorine 

(see Section s. 2. 2), it was necessary to limit the fluorine supply to 

the reaction. Experience with SP-1 powder had shown that stoichiometric 

c14nAsF6 material could be made by treatment of graphite with AsF5/F 2 

mixtures in the ratio appropriate to form c14nAsF6• The presence of the 

reactant gases was always kept below an initial pressure in the reactor 
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of 2-3 atmospheres. For the small quantities of graphite involved in 

the conductivity sample preparation, it was usual to use a larger 

quantity of reactant gases than needed to make c14AsF6, but the AsF 5 to 

F2 ratio was kept at 2:1. In these circumstnaces gas pressures were 

always less than 2 atmospheres at the beginning of the preparation and 

fell as AsF 5 and F2 were consumed. It should be noted (as documented in 

Chapter 2) that even in powder preparations, where a two-fold excess of 

fluorine was employed (i.e. AsF5 :F2 = 1:1), C, As, and F analyses 

indicated a composition C14nAsF6. Such preparations involved low gas 

pressures and minimum contact time between graphite and fluorine. 

5.3.2 Comparison of the conductivities of c8nAsF5 and c14nAsF 6 

and the impact of fluorination. 

The results of conductivitiy measurements are summarized in Table 

s. s. 

The initial experiments documented in Table 5.5 under Sample 1 are 

typical of graphite intercalated by AsF5 alone. Thus after exposure of 

the chip to AsF 5 for 6 days a pure first-stage diffraction pattern was 

observed with Ic = 8.2 A. This is indicative of material close to that 

described by others as "C8AsF5". 2 Significantly, removal of AsF 5 (and 

perhaps some AsF 3) to a cold trap in a static vacuum leaves a mixture of 

first- and second-stage material with a slightly reduced Ic-spacing (8.1 

A) for ·the first-stage. This parallels the behavior of SP-1 powder 

which in like circumstances falls to a mixture of first- and second-

stages and a gross composition roughly given by "C 10AsF5". The ratio 

alag for both "C8AsF 5" and "C 10AsF 5" is approximately 11. As is 

documented under Sample 1 in Table 5.5, addition of fluorine to 

"C10AsF 5" resulted in a marked decrease in conductivity. This decrease 
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with time is illustrated in Figure 5. 2. It is noted, however, that an 

initial small increase before the decrease was usually observed in such 

a sample. X-ray diffraction data showed that the final product of this 

fluorination was a pure first-stage material with Ic ~ 7.9 A. This 

corresponds to the experience with fluorinated powder samples of 

composition c10AsF6•oF (see Section 5.2.3). 

Sample 2, initially prepared in the same way as sample 1, was 

evacuated before addition of fluorine. Removal of AsF3 (and AsF5) from 
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such a sample, under a dynamic vacuum for 4 days did not result in a 

significant decrease in conductivity (see Figure 5.3). The results are 

given in terms of ~V which do not require an estimation of the. 

first/second-stage ratio necessary to obtain specific conductivity~ The 

X-ray data suggest that the initial abrupt drop was associated with an 

increase of the second-stage ratio relative to first-stage, while the 

specific conductivity stayed approximately constant. Addition of 

fluorine to the evacuated material, however, led to a collapse in 

conductivity to the graphite level (a/ag ~ 1.5) (see Figure 5.2). 

When care was taken to · introduce F 2 with AsF 5 in ratio close to 

that required for c14nAsF 6 salt formation, the findings listed under 

Sample 3 were obtained. The conductivities (a /a g ~ 10) are comparable 

to those of CxAsF 5 materials. Sample 3 following the removal of 

volatiles (AsF 3 and AsF 5 ) showed the diffraction behavior typical of 

nestled first-stage c14AsF6 salts. The material, however, contained a 

trace of a second-stage phase. The conductivity did not change 

siginificantly during the evacuation process (see Figure 5.3). Addition 

of fluorine again led to a drastic decrease in conductivity (see Figure 

5. 2) •. 



5.4 Discussion 

Since the treatment of graphite with AsF5 alone always gives a 

mixture of first- and second-stage salts of composition c14nAsF6 , the 

route to pure first-stage material was used which involves AsF5 and F2 

mixtures close to these required for the stochiometry 14 C + AsF 5 +1hF2 

(see Chapter 2). 

The studies involving uptake of AsF5 by graphite both in the 

absence and in the presence of fluorine had indicated (see Chapter 2) 

that CxAsF 6 salts were in some cases able to take up and lose AsF5 

rather easily. To investigate this behavior, powdered samples (SP-1) of 

c14nAsF6 were prepared and exposed to AsF5• The findings are summarized 

in Table 5.1. The uptake of AsF5 by powdered c14nAsF6 was essentially 

complete within two hours at room temperature, and the end composition 

This material has a much larger carbon-

sheet separation ('8.0 A) than the nestled c14AsF6 and the pattern of 

line intensities is similar to that described for the eclipsed carbon

sheet structure with highly disordered As and F atom placement. It 

appears, therefore, that the introduction of AsF5 destroys the nestled 

arrangement and introduces greater guest disorder. The process is 

reversible, however, and removal of AsF5 volatiles restores the original 

composition and structure. In contrast to the introduction and removal 

of AsF3 (see below) that of AsF5 is fast. This is probably a 

consequence of the formation of ~-fluorobridged species such as As 2F11 

(F 5As-F-AsF5 ) • Such species, dissociating to AsF6 and AsF5, provide a 

mechanism for the transportation of AsF 5 into and within the graphite 

galleries. No such mechanism is readily available to AsF 3 because of 

its very weak fluoro-acidity. Naturally the existence of As2F11, AsF6, 
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and probably AsF5 monomer would cause disruption of the nestled c14nAsF6 

structure and contribute to the high disorder typical of the eclipsed 

carbon-sheet structure. The volume required for the a0=2. 46 A and 

c0=7.97 A unit cell of c15• 1AsF6•(0.6)AsF5 is 314 A3. This is close to 

that . required for close packing of all species, since the required 

volume for (15.1)C is 132 A3, for AsF(; .... 105 A3, and for AsF 5 .... as A3 <l. = 

325 A3 ). Of course we must assume that the loss of coulomb attraction 

energy (associated with the nestled Ic = 7. 6 A structure passing to the 

un-nestled eclipsed carbon sheet arrangement- with Ic = 8 A) is 

compensated for by the· screening effect of AsF5 diminishing the anion-

anion repulsion. 

Although the uptake of AsF 3 by c14nAsF6 is much slower than for 

AsF5 (for the reasons discussed above), the limiting composition (in 

time) is akin to that for the AsF5 system (see Table 2). Compositions 

c13• 2AsF6•(0.6)AsF3 and c14• 3AsF6•(0.4)AsF3 are not far from the 

CxAsF6• (O.S)AsF3 composition identical with c2x;3AsF5• It is unlikely 

that the AsF3 forms bridged species to AsF(;, although the small amount 

of AsF5 formed in the reduction: 

AsF3 + 2 AsF(; + 3 AsF5 + 2 e 

' 
probably does so. For the most part, however, we expects AsF3 to be 

spaced symmetrically between AsF(; in a close packed arrangement with six 

of the latter about the former and three AsF3 about each AsF(;. That 

there is appreciable order in the guest arrangement is hinted at by the 

X-ray powder data (see Table 5.2). The data for the AsF 3 containing 

materials has more lines than the data from the AsF 5 containing 

materials and is indicative of a well defined arsenic superlattice. So 

far, however, the unit cell is unknown. 
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Unlike the complete reversibility observed in the c14nAsF6 + AsF 5 

system, the introduction .of AsF 3 leads to the formation of some AsF 5• 

This was expected from the studies described in Chapter 2. As may be 

seen from Sample 3 in Table 5.1, a material of composition c13• 2AsF6 is 

reduced by AsF 3 to c17 • 8AsF6 and that material is a mixture of first-

and second-stages. This is consistent with the inability of AsF5 to 

form a pure first-stage material, even with six or more applications of 

AsF5 (see Chapter 2). It is also noticed that the product of AsF 3 

addition, c13• 2AsF 6•(0.6)AsF3, before evacuation contained a second-

stage phase, even though the starting material was a pure first-stage 

salt. This is consistent with the staging formula for the C/AsF5 series 

being c8nAsF 5 whereas that for the nestled AsF6 salts is c14nAsF6 , where 

n is 'the stage. 

It is curious that, although c14AsF6 incorporates each of AsF5 or 

AsF 3 to approximately the same molar extent ( ... Q. 5 mole for each), Ic

spacing for the smaller molecule (AsF3) is greater than for the larger 

(AsF5). Thus Ic-spacing for c14AsF6•(0.5)AsF3 is 8.15 A like that for 

the "c10AsF5" material. This hints at the close relationship of c2PAsF5 

to c3PAsF6•(0.5)AsF3• Certainly we expect the inorporation of AsF5 to 

lead to As2Fi1 formation, whereas AsF3 will stand separatley from AsF6 

With AsF3, however, we do have the interaction: 

AsF 3 + 2 AsF6 + 3 AsF 5 + 2 e-

and this diminishes both the AsF6 and AsF3 concentrations. The AsF5 

formed can in turn make As2Fi'1• The charge borne by the carbon sheets 

(and the guest species) would thereby be reduced. This could account 

for the greater Ic-spacing for the AsF 3 incorporated material. 
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In Sections 5. 2. 1 and 5. 2. 2 incorporation of AsF 5 and AsF 3 by 

c 14nAsF 6 was demonstrated. A part of the reason for their incorporation 

must- be their role as neutral dielectric spacers, but the formation of 

As 2F11, and the redox reactions involving AsF3 and AsF 5 must also play a 

role. It was found that non-interacting so 2QF used as a 

solvent25 , 26 , 35 , 37 in the reaction of graphite with o2AsF6 is 

incorporated into the product. It is removed slowly upon evacuation. 

The process is accompanied by decrease in Ic -spacing ( 8. 0 A to 7. 6 A), 

and structural change from un-nestled AsF6 to nestled AsF6· The process 

is reversible. In this case the dielectric spacer effect and the dipole 

moment are the probable basis for the so2QF incorporation. Despite 

good dielectric properties of SF6 it was not readily incorporated. 

Although SF6 is larger than so 2QF, it is not likely that this is the 

main reason for the failure of SF 6 to act like so2c.t F. After all 

c 14AsF6 does incorporate more AsF6 to give·c10AsF 6 (see Figure 2.4). It 

is more likely that the failure of c 14AsF 6 to incorporate SF 6 has to do 

with the lower polarizability of SF6 compare with so2e.tF. 

so2e.tF is a dipolar speceis. 

Moreover 

Fluorine uptake 

issue.ll,l2,18,30,34-36 

by has been a controversial 

Because of the low molecular weight of fluorine 

(relative to AsFx species), gravimetry and CHN analyses usually do not 

give definitive results. Fluorine analysis could be dubious because of 

the formation of CF4 in the analytical processes. Tensimetry is also 

inexact because of the consumption of F2 by the inside wall-surfaces of 

the measuring system. For the study of fluorine uptake beyond that 

required for AsF6 salt formation, the starting materials, as far as 

possible have been AsF6 salts. In the studies involving powdered 
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graphite there was no difficul.ty in starting with such materials. In 

the experiments detailed in Table 5. 3, the starting materials were 

characterized salts of type c14nAsF6 • In each case exposure of the salt 

to F2 gas resulted in fluorine uptake and it was usual (at least 

initially) for this uptake to be accompanied by a small contraction in 

the Ic dimension. The fluorine uptake was assessed by fluorine 

consumption (tensimetry), gravimetry, and carbon analysis. Although ·the 

findings indicate that as much as (2. 2)F, in excess of th?t required to 

make AsF(;, can be incorporated into a first-stage salt of compos! tion 

C 15 • 6AsF 6 , there is considerable uncertainty in that value, because of 

the experimental difficulties already alluded to. There is, however, no 

difficulty in . fitting two fluorine atoms into the nestled c14AsF 6 

structure. There is sufficient space, even if allowance is made for 

directed C-F bonding. 

First-stage materials prepared with AsF5 alone and with AsF 5/F 2 

(Samples 2 and 3, respectively, in Table. 5.5) before evacuation have 

comparable conductivities ca. 10 times that of graphite. · Since the 

ionization of the host carbon-layer is higher for the latter, it could 

be argued that the combined factor of the charge (hole) density and the 

mobility is about the same for the two kinds of materials. Their 

specific conductivities did not change significantly after 4 days of 

evacuation (see Figure 5.3). The sample prepared with AsF5 alone, at 

the end of evacuation, was roughly a 1:1 mixture of first- and second

stages, whereas that with AsF5 /F2 was mainly first- with a trace of a 

second-stage phase. Because of the limited length of evacuation time 

and the uncertainty in the extent of the removal of the volatiles from 

the HOPG samples, the evacuated products have to be formulated as 
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In such formulae y and o are larger for the former sample 

(Sample 2) than the latter (Sample 3). From the conductivity change 

during evacuation depicted in Figure 5.3, it is evident that there is 

unlikely to be further change in conductivities with extended 

evacuation. Therefore it is surmised that the conductivity of CYAsF 6 

(mainly first-stage) materials is ca. 10 times that of graphite (see 

below). Addition of fluorine to CYAsF6-o materials drastically reduced 

the conductivites down to the graphite level (see Figure 5.2). The 

initial increase in conductivity in Sample 1 is interpreted as due to an 

increase in the AsF6 guest concentration. The maximum conductivity for 

that sample would then be identical with composition c14AsF 6 • 

Consequently, the drastic decrease in conductiviy is ascribed to extra 

fluorine uptake to form CYAsF6•oF. The last formulation was 

demonstrated with SP-1 powder samples (see Table 5.3) on which the HOPG 

formulations are based by X-ray diffraction data. Sample 1 in Table 5.5 

suggests that, even when the guest species density is high (C 10AsF5_6 ), 

fluorine uptake is sufficient enough to bring about a drastic decrease 

in conductivity (see Figure 5.2). 

The combination of powder compositional studies and HOPG 

conductivity measurements indicate that salts have 

conductivities which are an order of magnitude higher than graphite. In 

this they are qualitatively indistinguishable from the "CxAsF5" 

materials. Undoubtedly fluorination of any of these . materials 

eventually produces poorer coductor (comparable with graphte). _This is 

associated with incorporation for more fluorine than required to form 

AsF(; alone. 
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Table 5.1. Data relating to interactions of c 14nAsF6 with AsF 5, AsF 3, 

and SF6• 

Sample Treatment Duration 

+ AsF 5 15 hours 

%C 

48.92 

38.21 

Compositiona) Ic(A)-first/second 

C15.1AsF6 

c 15• 1AsF6•(0.6)AsF5 

7.61 

7.97 

Pump 60 hours 48.72 c 15• 1AsF 6•_(0.01)AsF5 7.65 

. 48.92 c 15• 1AsF6 
+ AsF 5 - 14 hours 38.43 c 15• 1AsF 6•(0.6)AsF5 

+ AsF3 
Pump e) 

4 days 

8 days 

2 days 

2 days 

2 days 

2 days 

45.55 

37.24 

53.05 

47.53 

41.73 

49.74 

c 13• 2AsF 6 
c 13• 2AsF6•(0.6)AsF3 
c 17 • 8AsF6~ 

c14.3AsF6 

c 14• 3AsF 6•(0.4)AsF3 

c15.6AsF6~ 

48.09 c 14 • 6AsF6 
48.71 c 14• 6AsF6 

47.54 

47.62 
cl4.3AsF6 

C14.3AsF6 

7.61 

7.98 

7.71 

8~15/11.68 

7.65/10.92 

7.71 

8.12 

7.63 

7.63 

7.62 

7.63 

7.65 
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a). Compositions were determined based on %C (CHN analyses). They were 

given by assuming that the amount of AsF6 in each sample remained 

unchanged during the reaction processes, except for Samples 3 and 4 after 

the evacuation. These compositions were consistent with the gravimetry, 

but this was not as precise as %C in fixing the composition. 

b). Samples 1 and 2 were obtained in the same preparation from 

C/AsF5;F2 system. 

c). Obtained by the reaction of C/AsF5/F2• 

d). Obtained by the reaction of C/02AsF6 described in Chapter 2. No 

so2etF was used. 

e). IR of the volatiles indicated the presence of some AsF5 in the 

initial voltiles removed. 
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Table 5. 2. X-ray powder diffraction data of the typical . .• ca. c14AsF 6•(0.5)AsF3 sample. 

Intensity d 1/~ 
First Stage 
1/~ (HKL) 

Second Stage 
1/~ (HKL) 

(obs) (obs) (calc) (calc) 

VS 8. 24 .0147 .0150 (001) 
w 6.66 .0225 
M Broad 5.13 .0379 
VS 4.08 .0599 .0601 (002) 
w 3.98 .0630 
s 3.87 .0666 .0660 (003) 
s 3.73 .0717 
S Broad 3.48 .0825 
s 3.33 .0900 
vw 3.17 .0993 
vw 3.11 .1036 
w 2.92 .1171 .1173 (004) 
M 2. 81 .1262 
s 2.71 .1361 .1354 (003) 
w 2.53 .1562 
w 2.46 .1657 
vw 2.36 .1799 
vw 2.29 .1905 
w 2. 21 .2056 
s 2.12 .2224 .2221 (100) .2217 (100) 
M 2.04 .2407 .2371 (101) 
M Broad 1.92 .2699 
w 1.86 .2876 .2877 (103) 
w 1.84 .2951 
w 1.~0 .3088 
VW Broad 1.74 .3295 
vw 1.66 .3619 
VW Broad 1. 51 .4394 
w 1.43 .4886 
w 1.39 .5141 
M 1. 36 • 5415 .5417 (006) 
w 1.24 .6492 
M 1.23 .6652 .6664 (110) .6653 (110) 



Table 5.3. Data relating to interaction of c14nAsF6 with F2• 

Sample Treatment Duration i.C Compositiona) Ic (A )-first/second 

1 

2 

3 

+ F2 

Pump 

+ F2 

Pump 

+ F2 

and Pump 

+ F2 

and Pump 

+ F2 

and Pump 

5 days 

5 days 

3 days 

46.72 c13•8AsF6 
43.62 c13• 8AsF6·(1.3)F 

44.09 c13• 8AsF 6• (1.1 )F 

49.74 c15• 6AsF6 

1 days 47.28 c15• 6AsFb•(1.0)F 

3 days 

1 day 

5 days 

2 days 

5 days 

44.70 c15• 6AsF6•(2.2)F 

65.41 c29 • 8AsF6 

2 hours 61.60 c29 •8AsF6•(1.8)F 

7.85 

7.79 

7.78 

7.63 

7.60 

7.62 

7.64 

10.94 

10.92 

a). Compositions were determined by CHN analyses (%-carbon). They were 

given by assuming that the amount of AsF6 in each sample remained 

unchanged during the reaction processes. These compositions were 

consistent with the gravimetry and tensimetry, but they were not as 

precise as %C in fixing eomposition. 
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Table 5.4. Data relating to interaction of c 14AsF6 with so 2ceF. 

(Reaction of graphite with o2AsF6 in so2ceF) 

Sample Treatment Duration c%* s%* ct%* Composition * lc(A) 
First/Second* 

1 6 C + o2AsF6 1 day Found 42.04 2.55 3.48 7.83 

Required 42 2.9 3.2 for c 14AsF 6• (0.36)S02ctF 

Pump 5 days Found 46.16 0.42 1.58 7.59 

Required 46 0.9 1.0 for c 14AsF0• (0.10)S02ClF 

2 4 C + o2AsF6 5 days Found 44. 15 1.61 2.82 7.94/11.18 

Required 44 1. 8 2.0 for c 14AsF6•(0.22)S02ctF 

Pump 4 days Found 48.90 0.31 0.74 7.55/10.78 

Required 46 0.5 0.6 for c 14AsF 6•(0.06)S02ctF 

+ so2C.tF 1 day Found 40.91 1.49 2.44 7.87 

Required 43 2.1 2.4 for c 14AsF6• (0.26)S02ctF 

* Carbon, sulfur, and chlorine analyses are done on different parts of each sample after 

each treatment. Because of the higher inhomogeneity of HOPG-chip sample than of SP-1 powder, 

the analyses could be less reliable. The inhomogeneity of the sample could explain the 

observation of a second-stage phase for Sample 2. 

..... ..... 
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Table 5.5. Data relating to conductivity measurementsa) of c14nAsF6 
and related materials. 

Sample Treatment Duration a /a g Ic (~)-first/second Composi tionb) 

1 c + AsF5 6 days 11 8.2 c8AsF5 
AsF5 (no pumping) 11 8.1/11.3 c10AsFS+O 

+ F2 10 days 1 8.0 ClOAsF6•yF 

+ F2 34 days 0.8 7.9 c10AsF 6• y+O F 

2 c + AsF5 3 days 10 8.2 c8AsF5 
Pump 4 days 11 7.7/10.8 c21AsF 6-o 
+ F2 4 days 1.5 7.7/10.8 c21AsF6•yF 

3 c + AsF5 + F2 2 day 10 8.0 C1oAsFs-6 
Pump 4 d,ays 9 7.7/10.8 c14AsF6-o 
+ F2 4 days 0.2 7.7 c14AsFb•yF 

a) • In all cases the conductivity measurements were made on HOPG 

chips by the contactless method described in the text. 

b). Compositions were estimated from the known X-ray diffraction 

-data dependence on compositon for powdered materials. 
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APPENDIX 

The following computer programs, written in VAX-11 BASIC, were used 

to calulate intensities for the nestled-large-cell model, the (HK!)-(111) 

model, and the (hkt) model. 

Nestled-large-cell model 

1041 INPI.'T •Tnu::•:rtTLEI 
110 "A" CCHt..FILEt ITZTMC.CATU 
1~0 INP~T • NA~E Of DATA A~~ TER"INAL FOF .. ~T tiLES /~A~E9!999C.CAT l .TFFtt• l 

:FILB 
130 OPE~ FlL~t+•.oAt• FOR Cl'TFI.T AS FILE 13XoSECUE~TJAL,~AF CATA.FILE 
1~0 OPE~ FILEt••.TFF• FOR CUTFUT AS FILE 16loRECO~CSIZE 1!2X 
150 DI~ P)l21rt,PYCZ1tJoPLCTtiStt 
leO A1C•Ze!1 \81Ca2a.e~3~\A2C•1·02 ~BcC•1C.Za7~\A3C•1.Sf86\S3C:.56!7 l 

\A~C•.6t5 \8~C•51e6512\CC:.2156 

170 l1A•1E.67cJ\~1A=Z.EJ~5 \A2~=6.Q701\e2'=·Z6~7 \A3~=3.~31!\63A=1Z.9~79 L 
\A~Aa4.277~ \B-,a~7.7~72\CA:2.531 

1!0 A1Fa3.~!9c \81Fa1a.2!2~\AcfaZe6~12\BcF•~·2~~~ \A3Fa1.517 \S3F:.Z61~ l 
\A~Fa1.Q2~3 \8~faZ6.1~7E\CF•.Z776 

1~~ WL•1.!~18\~L(Z•.7709\FI.1800•180J/FI 
2041 INOLT •t CF lYEAS•:NLl\NAt•21l•NLl 
210 Dit CLSCNLlJePAlCNLlleJINAtt,YCNAlt,ZINAlt 
22l NL.1~2•~L2•1~l\NLe1~_12•hLl•l~l+1l\hl.15l:~LY.•1!l\~L.1~-1laNLl•1Sl+1l 
230 PAihT •INFLT U~h AND Ull FORt. As A~C F IUkM:Lht:l.~k=L~h/2;Lnk:UttaO)• l 

\INPLT •Fo~ c••uHHC,CLLC\I~FLT •FoR As•:u~~~.ULLA\l~P~T •Fe~ ~·:UH~~,ULLF 
2~0 A•2 •• St•SC~C7t\C•7.6•hLt\FIZ=2•FI\PI~=-PI-~/5Q\AZa~/A-c/3\C2•11C-2 
250 021',.:~/ .. L-Z\PRlltiiT ""t~TUi t.PFEli LIMIT FCA 110-j--fiA}JfllJI' a•;Q?~H\nPUT !;12M 
2tJ 02,.•02~,. IF D2~»0ZHH\0Ha1/SCRC02H1 
270 Sh=~L/C~/2\T~2C"t=l~T C360C•AT~CSh/SQRC•SN-Z+1tt/PIJ 
21a DIM 1T2THCCTH2C~t 
2~0 HH1ai~TCSC~C31•AIZ/0~1\Lflt•INTIC/DI'J 
30a PXI 1J• D \PXI ZJ• 1121\P)( 31• 5/21\0X( 41• 9/~1\PXI St=1~/Z1· 

. 310 PXI •J•171c1\P)C 71• 2!2~\PXC 81= 6/Z~\FXC 9J=~t/~1\PXC101=,4121 
320 PXC11Ja18121\PlC12Ja 3/21\PXC131a 7/21\PXI1~1a11/21\PXI151:15121 
330 PX11tJ•19121\PlC171• ~/Z1\P)f11t• I/21\PX~191•12/c1\PXIZCJ•16121 
340 PXCc2JaZOIZ1 
350 PYC 11• a \PYC Zta 5121\PYI 31• ~/21\~Y( ~1• 3/Z1\PYI 51• 2121 
36a PYI 61• 1121\PYC 71•10/21\~YI 81a 9/c1\PYI 91• I/Z1\PYI1C1a 7121 
370 PY1111a 6121\PYC12J•1S/21\PYC131a1~/21\PYI14t•1~/2~\PYC151a12121 
310 OY(161•11/21\PYC17t•Z~/Z1\PY(141=19/21\0YC19Ja11/21\PY(201•17121 
390 PYCZU •16121 
400 Clii1Ja•a•\P~I~T ·I~PUT PCSITIOh OF AS 11 TO 1~1· 

•1J FO~ I1•1t TO HLX-1%\PRI~T It:CLIIItJ:\I~FLT PAtCitJ 
~20 GCTC ~~C IF CLICIIJa•a•\GCTC ~51 IF CLtCilta•c• 
-30 IF 2t•I~T IFAtiilt/21-PAllltJcQt THE~ CL11Il+1tta•e•\GOTC ~EO l 

:.LS£ - CLHI~+1tta•t•\GCTC ltEO 
~~0 IF 2t•IhTCPAXCIXI/2t•PltiiXtcQt THE~ CLitit+1tt••t•\GCTO lt60 & 

,LSE CLtCIY.+1tta•&•\GOTO ~60 
450 IF 2t•I~TCFA%fitt/21-PAtllttcOt THE~ CLICIY.+1Y.ta•J•\GCTO .. EO & 

ELS£ CL«Cil+12ta•e•\&CTO ~eo 
4EO IF CLfi~LXt••A• THEN It=NLY.-Zl\PRINT •IhFUT AGAIN.\GQTO '7a l 

.. LS: GCSLB 950· 
.. 70 NEXT U 
~10 IF CLII~Llta•a• THE~ F"INT ~Lt:CLIC~LXJ:\I~~UT • l~~LT EVfh t•:PAXCNLXt L 

~LS~ FFINT hL~:CLtC~Lxt:\INPUT • IhPUT OCC t•:PAtiNLXt 
4~0 Il:hLl\GO~LS 95C\ITM:1\FIX:C1\NRX•Ot 
SCJ PFJhT 16,TlTLLt 
51il PRJ~T lc,• .. K L 1/C:-z 2•Tt"ETI. HTEt.SITYif'A);"li"•1CGOOOO c•ABS.HiTt• 
52J FO~ H1t•01 TO ~MX\FC~ C1X•O~ TO ~ll\FOP L2~•0t TC L"l 
53~ G01C 73G lf h1t+Clt+L2laCl 



... 

5_0 Go•o 730 IF H11+K1t=D1 ANt ~LX•I~Til2Y.I~Lti•L2Y.<07. 
5!0 02aA2•C~11-2+~11•K11+K11-21+C2•LZ7.-2\GOTC 730 IF C2>02~ 
~EO NP~aNAt+1J\IT•O\S~=wL_2•SCPC021\THaATNIS./SOPC•SN-2+1)1 I 

\ T 142aT 1- •Z\ !S •-CZ l~t \L ~= U +CCS CT~Z t-z t /~ Z~ C T~ 1-2/CCS CTI't 
!70 H2Y.• 1-11 \K2%= «1Y.\GCS~9 7&~\GOTO 69~ IF H1~+~1tz0 I 

\ GOTO S90 IF H1ts(1l 
5~0 HZY.• •lY.\1(21• ~1Y. \GC$~9 760 
5~] wzt:-~12 \K21a -~1t\GCS~9 7&Q\GQTO 610 IF 1'1lzr1t 

tOO ~2~= ·~1X\KZX:•H1~ \GOS~6 
61~ H21a·~1l \K21• ~11+«11\GCS~a 
620 HZX• ~11+~11.\K~X•-~11 \GOS~B 

\ 

76il 
7&0 
760\GOTO 

. GOTO 
HZY.• ~1X+~1X\KZ%• -«1t\GOSU9 76C 
HZ~• ·•1X\K2ta ~1X+I11\GCSl8 7&D 
HZY.• H1l \KZt•-~1t-«1t\GCS~8 76~ 

!~0 IF ~1Y.:I(12 l 
690 IF IC1'h01 

t30 
hO 
6!0 
&EO 
670 

HZla·~1t••1t\K2la ~11 \GCSUB 7&0\GOTO ~90 IF H1laK1l 
H2t•·~~~-~1X\KZt• K1t\GCS~8 760 

f!O H2la •1t\K21•-~1l•C1l\GCS~9 7&0 
6~0 IF L2t>D T~EN IT•Z•L~•IT\GOTO 700 ELSE IT:!T•LP 
700 OZTTlai~TIC2•10QOOt\TH2C7.aJ~TCTH2•PI.180Gt 
710 ITZTHCCT~ZCtt•ITZT~OIT~ZOtl+IT 
720 IF IT>Il" 1HfN lTM•lT\FRl~T H11tK11:L2lt021Tt:THZCZ:•toOaCOQ••:tT I 

\ P t'!aO \FA HT f~lt.Hl.X;I(u :L ZI ;o ZTTI tTiiZC.X~ •u DH.ilQ• ~:.IT l 
ELSE lT~taJ~TC1000DOO•lTIIT~t I 
\ FAIU HU tiCll :L2UDZTT1 ;THZC1:IThl I 
\ FA U T f£t.H1l tiC U :~ Z'Y.: 02111 :THZCx: lHt :·r~: I 
\PitaPIX+1Z\IF Plt-~x·I~TCFIXI~Xt•01 THE~ F~INT 161\Plt•OX ELSE GOTC 730 

730 NE)T L21\~EXT «11\~EXT ~11 
71.~ GO~li~ Hll.. . . . 
7!0 C~CSE f3\CLOSE f6\GCTC 18~0 

7tO ~EH ••••• STR~CTUAE FACTCA A~D IhTE.SITY ••••• 
770 FC~aO\FCiaQ\FAAaO\FAiaQ\FFAaQ\FFI=O\FR:Q\FI=O 
780 FO~ Jla11 TO NLel~l 
7~0 TaPIZ•t~zz•xCJtt+«Zt•YCJtt+LZt•ZCJttt\FCAaFCA+CCSClt\FCiaFCI+SINCTt 
HQ N~ )f ,~ 

125 

110 ST•IAtC•E)FI81C•SSt+A2C•E)PCBZC•SSl+J3C•EXFCB3C•~Sl+J~C•ExFCB~C•SSl+CCt l 
-£ ll F ( F I~• CIJH .. C• IHZt-z H42t•IC Zt+IC zx- 2 t •Az +ULLC•Lzr z•cz l l 

120 FRafR+FCR•ST\Fl•FI+fCl•ST 
830 FO~ J1a~L.1~_11 TO N~o15~ 
a-a T•PIZ•c .. zz•xCJ1t+K21•YCJ1)+~21•ZCJ1ti\FA~aFAR+COSCTt\FAiaFAI+SINCTt 
851l NEXT JX 
860 STaCAtA•f)FCB1A•SSl+AZA•E)FCeZA•SSt+I3A•ExFC!~A•SSt+A~A•EXPI~~A•SSt+CAt I 

•EXPCFl!•C~~~A•IHZX-2+~2t•~ZX+KZX-zt•AZ+ULLA•LZX-z•cztl 
a70 F~aFR+FAR•ST,FlaFl+FAl•ST 
880 FCJ JX•~L.15_11 TO NAX 
8~0 TaPI2•1~Zl•XCJlt+CZ1•YCJX)+LZ1•ZCJttt\FF~aFFR+CCSCTt\FFiaFFit~I~ITt 
900 NEXT J1 
910 STa CJ 1 Pt. H C81F •SS) +A Zf •EliF C azF •SSl +J3F •E X F CB 3F •ss) +hPE.ll F I i!ltF •SS I +CF t l 

•EXFIPI!•C~MHF•IH2X-2+~2X•KZX+K21-Zl•A2+ULLF•L2t-z•C2tt 

92~ F'RzFR+FFR•ST\FiaFl+FF'I•ST 
930 IT•IT+f~-2+F:-z 
9 .. J RfTlA~ 
9!0 ~EH ••••• ASSIGN x. Y A~C Z •••••• 
~~~ I1-l=I~·1~1\GCTO q90 IF CL«CIXta•a•,Gcro 1C10 IF CLtCilla•c• 
970 )(I11t1•13~1:1'X( 1)\XII.;. .. Y,•lZXt:FX( ~l\liCI1'-1-11'U:I=)IC itl l 

\XCI1~1-1,llaPXC &1\X(Il~l- ~l)aPXC 7)\XC!l~X- 8tlsPXC 8) I 
\XII14X- 7tl:PX(10)\XC:1~X· ~XIaPXI11l\XCI1~Y.- 5t):PXI121 I 
\XIllitl• ~ltaFXC1~1\X(l1~l· 31)aPXC1!t\XII1 .. 1• 2ltaPlC1al I 
\XCI1~tl• 11t•PX(1q)\llll1~t1 )aPXCZ1l 

9aO YCI1~tl•1JllaPYC 11\Yill .. l-1Z~IzPYi .. i~~YCI1~l-11lla~YC ~~ I 
\YII14~-1Ct):PYC 6l\YC:t•1· iXIaPYC 7J\YCI11tX• !t)sPY( at I 
\YCil~tl• 7llaPYf1Q)\Yfi1•1· 61)aPYC11)\YCI1 .. 1• !~lcPYC1ZJ I 
\YC11,1• 'll•PYC1-I\YC:1~tl• 3XIaPYf1!1\YCI1 .. ~- 2XtaPYI18) I 
\Yill~tl- 1l)aPYI191\YCI1~1 laPYCZ1l\GCTO 1030 



99Q )CI1-l•13~1=PXC 11\XCil~~·lZXI:PXC 21\XCI1~X-11Xl=~XC ~~I 
\XCI1~1·1CXIaFJ( 51\X(;1•2• 911aPX( 8l\JCI1~X- etlaPX( 91 • 
\XCl~-1- 7ti•PX(111\XC:1~1· EXI:~XC121\XII1~%- 5ti:FXI1!1 I 
\XCI1-l• -tlaFJI15l\XCI1~2· 3XIaPXC1EI\JCI1~X- 2tlaPXI171 I 
\XII1~~- 111•PXI191\XII1~1 laPXC2QI 

100~ YCI1~2·1321aPYC 11\YC:t-2·1~11aPYI 2I\YCI1~1-111)aPY( _, I 

\YCI1~1-1Q21aPY( 51\YCI1~1- 9%1a~Y( 81\YCil~X- ezi:FYC 91 I 
\YII1~1· 711aPYC111\YCI1-l• 6XI:PYC1ZI\YCI1~X· 5!1aPY(1!1 I 
\YUill~~ .. XI•P¥C;51\Y CU_ .. 1• J~JaPYC2,CJ\YCI11tX• 211!PYU71 I 
\YII1~1- 11JaPYC191\YII1~1 JaPYC201\GCTO 1C3G 

101Q XCI11t1·1~11•PXC Zl\XCI1 .. 1•1ZXI•PX( 31\XCI11tt-•1ti:PXC 5t I 
\XII1 .. l•1G11aPX( 61\XCZ1~2· 91taPXC 71\XII!-X• 8tlaPXC 91 I 
\XII1~X- 7tl•PXC10l\XCI1-J· 6Y.IaPXI1~1\XCT.11tX• 5ti=PXC1~1 I 
\XCI1 .. 1• -1JaPX1161\XII1~2- 3XI:PXC171\XIl1-1• 211aPXI181 I 
\XCI1~Z- 11):PXC~QI\XCI1~1 laPXC211 

1CZ;; YCI1~1-1HiaPYC Zt\Yilllt1•1Z1hPYC 3J\YU1~X·111hPYC ~~ I 
\YCI1 .. X•1GXt•PY( 61\YCI11t1• ~XIaPYC 7J\YCI11tY.• etlaPYI 91 I 
\YII1 .. 1• 71taPYC1GI\YCI1~1- 6llaPYC131\YII11tl• !llaPYI1 .. 1 I 
\Yil1~1- 4ti:PYC161\YII11t1• ]JI:~'f'C17l\YII1 .. X• ZtlaPYC181 I 
\Yil1~1· 111aPYCZQI\YCI1 .. 2 laPYC211 

103o PEr ••••• AFSE~Ic ~.,. •••••• 
10~Q TIXahLt•14X•IX\GOTO 1203 IF CLSIIXJ••e•\GCTO 1~5C IF CLSCIXt=•c• 
105~ 0~ P~1CI11 'OTO 1G6DtlC70,1C8Q,109G,1!QD,1110,1120 & 

t1130,1l~G.115Q,11EG,117G,11&0,1190 
1060 XCTit)•P)C 1)\YCTIX)•9YC 1J\GOTO 1500 
1070 XITl1)aP>I18)\YITI~taPYI18)\GOTO 1500 
1080 X CTI1 )ap) C191 \Y IT IX) aP¥C!_9) \GO!O 1!!00 
1090 XITiti•P)C 3)\YCTIX)aPYC 3J\GOTO 15CO 
110~ XITillaP)C lti\YCTllt=F•c ~1\GCTO 1500 
1110 XCTIXJ•P)I 61\YCTIXI•PYI 61\GOTO 1!00 
11Z~ XITIX)aP)C11l\YITIXIz~YC11J\GOTO t!!CO 
1130 XCTI'II•P)( 7)\YCTIY.)•FYC 71\GOTO 1!CO 
11~0 XCTI1)•Plll 81\YCTIJ)aFYC 8J\GOTO 1500 
1150 XCTit)•P)IlQ)\YCTixt•PYUO)\GOTO 1500 
116C XITIJ)aP>11ZI\YITIXIaFYI1ZI\GOTO l!!GQ 
1170 XCTixtz~)I1 .. 1\YCTIXI•PYC14oJ\GOTO 1500 
11e; XITI1JaP)I1SI\YITll)aPYC151\GOTO t5CQ 
119u XCTiti•P>I211\YCTIXI•PYIZ1t\GOTO 1500 
1ZQ~ Ch P~%1;21 GCTO 1Z10t1ZZC,lZ30,1Z-C,1c50,126C,tZ7C I 

t1Z80e129G,1!G~.1~1Gt1~2u,133Ce1J40 
1c1u XCTit):D)f17l\YCTitt:PYI171\GOTO 1500 
122~ XITIXIaP>I191\YIJIY.J:PYC1qi\GOTO 1500 
123C XCTI%)aO)(ZQI\YITI11:FY(cQI\GOTO 1500 
1 2 loil X I TI X I ap) I 1 I\ 'f'( T I:c I :aP Y ( 1 ) \GO TO 15 0 0 
1Z~J XITittaP)I ZJ\YITI~I:FYC 21\GOTO t5CO 
1Zf0 XCTIXI:P)C ~1\YCTiti:FYI ~1\GOTO 1!!00 
Hn xfTUhP)I SI\YITI'U:FYC ~J\GOTO !500 
1250 XCTUI•P)( ti)\YCTl~JaDY( !1\GOTO :.500 
1Z9.;. liCTUhP>C 9)\YIT.tli:PYI 9J\GOTO 1!tQ 
1300 ll ITIXI•P)C1:.1\YCTht:FYI111\GCTO !500 
131C liCT!'O:P)C!e)'YfTI'l!I:PY(HI\GOTO 1500 
1!Zu XCT!xt:P)C1ZI\YITI'l.I•FY11ZI\GOTIJ 1500 
1!3: XITI7.1:P)11Jl\YCTI'O:PYC1'!1\GOTJ 1HO 

·:.:!lou liiTI~I=P>I1!J\YITI'I.I=cYC1~1\GCTO l!!ilO 
135: Ch FA4Cilt GCTC :.36=t1:!7C,138C,13gc,t~CC,1~1Co14(C I 

.t~3o,:.~os.o,1~so.l•tG.t&o7C,1~aa.1~~a 

t:!6J liCTI7.t=.-liC &1\YfTIY.I=FYC ~1\GOTO 1500 
1~70 XCTlllaP>I17J\YITIY.JaPYC17J\GOTO 15CO 
138~ liCT!ttaP>Ct~I\YITIXI:~Yff8J\GOTC 15CQ 
139J XITIXI•P>CZOJ\YITIY.I•FYCZQJ\GOTO 15GO 
1~0l XCTitlzP)C21l\YCTitt:FYC1tJ\GQTC 1~CO 
11t10 JITIXI•D>C ZI\YCTIY.I•FYC 21\GOTO 1!DQ 
1~2J XCTlttaP)C 3J\YIT1t)aF•C 3l\GCTO 1500 
1"30 XCTit)•P)( :i)\YCTIY.t•PYC 5J\GOTO 1!00 
1-~0 XCTitlaP)C 71\YtTIXJaFYC 71\GOTO 15CO 
1450 XITIXI•P)I i)\Y(Tht•PYC lt\GOTO 1!!C.Q 
1~E~ X11IXtaP)I101\~ITIXIaPYI1Cl\GOTO 15CD 
1 .. 70 JCTitlaP)C13)\YITitlaPYC1~J\GOTO 1!00 
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1~8~ XCTitlaP)I1~1\YITI•IaFYC1~1\GOTO 15CQ 
1~qo XCTiti:P)I161\YCTitlaPVI161 
UIJO AEfl ••••• FLUCRI~E JI,T ••••• 
1!10 ~IX•~Lt•1!X+Iz•tz -·-. --- ----
15Za GOTO 15~0 IF Zt•I~TCF£tCJXI/ZI•PAlCitlc(t 
1!JJ T:JICTIXI·~/Z1\XCNIY.-!ti•T·I~TITI\TaYCTiti+1/Z1\YC~It-5ti=T-I~!CTI l 

\Ta)CTIXI•1/Z1\XCNIX·~tt:T•IhTCTI\TaTCTIX1•5/Z1\TC~It-~11:T•I~TCTI l 
\l•JICTIX1+5/21\XIhlt•3ti:T-I~TITI\T•YCTlttt~/21\YI~It-~ti•T•I~TCTI l 
\T=•ITltl-5/Z1\XCNlt-ZXI=T-JhTITI\TaYCTitl·~/Z1\YC~I~-z~taT-I~TCT) I 
\T•XITiti+-/21\XCNit•1tt•T-INTITI\TaVCTit1•1/Z1\YC~It•1tt•T•IhTCTI l 
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\T:JICTitt+l/21\XCNll taT·l~TCTI\TaYITI7.1+5/Z1\YChiX t=T-IhTCTt\GCTO 15!a 
15~Q T•XCTitl•!/21\XCNit•Sti:T•IhTCTI\T•YCTitt·~/21\Yihit•Stt=T·I~TITt l 

\T:JICTitlt~/21\XCNit-~ti:T·l~TCTI\TaV(Tlt)•1/Z1\YCNIX·~Xl•T-IhTCT) l 
\T=XCTitt+l/21\XC~IX·Jti•T-I~TCTI\TaYCTiti+~/Zl\Yihit·~XI•T·I~TITI l 
\ T: lilT 121 •lt/ll ,. C H l~~Z~I• T-: l hlC Tl \ Ta Y CT 12 I+ 1/ a \Y ChI ~-ZX laT• H T (T I I 
\T 8 JIITiti•1/21\XINit•1ti•T•INTITI\TaYCTiti•~/21\YChit•1ti•T-IhTCTI l 
\T:.liCTlti+S/21\XCNit laT•lNTCTI\TaVCTitl+~/Z1\YC~I1 taT•IhTCTJ 

15!0 RE~ ••••••• ZZZZZZZZ ••••••••• 
1SEO I7.6_1=7.e•ux-u» 
1!70 FOR J2aNIX•S TO Nit•J\ZIJXIaCI7.6_1+2.81/C\NEXT J2 
.~58J ZCTi1CI=(J7.~-I.+h81/C . 
1!90 FOA JtaNIX-21 TO hit\ZCJXI•CI7.&_i+4.8t/C~N~XT ~~ 
1EOJ FCR Jtal14l•13X TC I1~%\ZIJti•I7.6 1/C\~EXT Jt 
U10 RETUIH• -

1EZu Fi':P' •••• FliHTCUT ••"• 
1EJJ PRihT te\F~INT t&,!:TL£1 
1~~w P~i~T t~,·A :•;A,"C =·~c,"WA~~LEHGT~ :";WL,"t OF LAYEP! :•;~L~t l 

•t OF ATC~S :•;•Ax 
1E~Q P~IhT t~,·~nn AND Ul t•\P~IhT 16," FO~ C= "tUM~C:ULLC l 

\ P~I~T t&,• FOF As= •:u~~A;~LLA l 
\ Pli HT t6," FO"' F= ":u~t'F tULLF 

1EEJ P~IHT t&,•t OF CALCULJT~C REFLECTIC~S :•;~Rx: l 
•No COOtl l"'eflectla,s excect •f'er taCt of laversl•f'" 

1E7t PRI~T 1~,-~AXI~H 1/0-z a"t02H: 
1E8.a PRI~T tc,•UP!£. OF TEii"AifoAL FCRMAT, l t.ITA FILE s•:fiLEtt"C.T~F, l eiJAT.1• 
1~qo PRifoT t&,•ClftcCh A~O AliSE~IC SEQU~~CE •·\~OR 17.=1~ TO NLX l 

\ FAINT t6,•c·~sT"!IIXIt"l•;cLSII~I~PAXIItl: l 
\ FAINT 16 l~ l07.•I~TCIX/10XI-I~•OX\NEXT Il\FAI~T 16 

170J FCii Il•Ot TO T~ZOI"Y.\ ITZTH,.•ITZTHC C I~ I ;F IT~~I"Q I l%1_-_~~ZT_~.Q.~\N~X~ It 
111.: P!:STCiil t3 
1720 FC" It•Ot TC THZOI"Y.\IT2T~CII~I•ITZTI"OCiti•99S9/ITZTHO" 
1730 IT2TH.onUaltiTIITZTHCJY.II\Pl,;T 13t\NEliT Il 
17~0 FOR Il•Ot TO 7t\PLOTSI4Y.I=FLCTIC~xt••o1Z~~567a~·\~EliT It 
175J FCii JX•Q% TO INTCTH2C~t/!CI 
176l PLOTIC5tl•••\fCii lY.=Ol! TC 3X\PLOTtCiti•••\NEliT IX .. -.---·-----
1770 FCR WXa8tX•JX TO 8Q7.•CJ'l+1XI-11\FC~ L~•Ql TO 3~ 
17!10 GOTO 1!2C IF KX»THZIJHX 
1790 TIX•I~TC1T2THCCKXI/C1w-c~l·LXIII 
1!10w IF TIX•OX THEh PLCT,CLli•PLOTICLY.I+• • I 

ELSe FLCTtCLllsPLCTICLtl+liiGHTICSTiitCTlli,LENCSTiitiTIXIII 
1810 NEXT LXHEXT Kt _ ··--··-- ----------
1820 FCii IX•Ol TO 1t\TIX:8l'J1+l~ 
1830 IF TIX»•tO THEN PLCTIC!ti•PLOTICSXI+••••STRIITitlt• 

~LS£ GCTO 18 .. 0 
181tQ IF Tlt»•1 THEh PLCTIC~ti•PLOTICSt)+••••sTPtCTitlt• 

ELSE FLOTI CSthPLCTI C5XI+"•O • 
usa NEIIT n 
UEO 
UTO 
uea 
18~0 

FCii LX•OX TC Sl\PiiiNT 16,FL0Tll~ti\~£XT Ll 
NE•T Jl 
AETUii~ 
ENC 



(H.KR. )-(II I) model 

10!: It. Pl. T •tnu• :1 ITLl' 
11L I~PUT ·~A~E CF TER~INAL FC~~AT FILl /h,ME~gqg~(.Tffi/•:FILEI 
120 OPE~ FlLE!•".TFF• FOP t~TF~T ~S FILE ~~~.~ECC~tSIZE lJZ~ 
13:1 OIPt FLCTS 16U-
1~J AtCzZ.~l \o1CcZOo8~3~\,ZC•l.CZ \EZC=1D.ZD75\~!C:1.5!8!\E3Ca.5&!7 & 

\A~Cz.et5 \8~C•51.651~\CC=.Z15b 

15~ All:lf.f72~\81A=Z.63~5 \A2,=E.J7J1\BcA=,2E~7 \AJA=~.~~1!\B3A=12oS~79 L 
\A-Aa~.Z77~ \6~Aa~7.7972\CA:Z,!31 

1~0 A1F=~·539' 'e1F•1Q.ZeZ5'''F•2.o~1Z\eZF=~·i9~~ \~!F~1.517 \S3Fw~Zo1~ l 
\A-F=1.G2~~ \B-faZ6.t•76\CFa.Z77& 

170 WL:lo!~18\ML_2ao7709\NLZa-l•z 
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1!0 PI5:•FI-Z150\Plol800•18u~/FI\FIZ•Z•FI\Pc1aPI2/21 
190 P~I~T •Jt.FLT U~h A~C Ull FC~ Co As At.O f CUk~a~ft~;Ur~.~~~/Z;lhk:UrJ~cl• l 

\INFUT •Fo~ c·;~H~C.~LLC\I)FLT •FOR As•:u~~AoULLA\I~FLT •Fe~ f•:u~~F.ULLF 

l'O Aaz.~se•7\Ca7,c\AZc-/A-ZIJ\CZ•11C-Z\Z•leCIC\~C2~=e~l-Zl 
c10 OZH"•~IML-2\PRihT ·E~Tt~ LFF£~ L!HlT FCR 1/0-2•-MA)I,U, a•:oz~H\I~PUT OZH 
ZZO OZ~•CZ~~ JF OZ~•C2~,\C~a1/~CRIOZHI 
230 SN•NLIC~/c\THZOHX•It.TCZ•AT~CSh/SQRC-~h-2•11t•F:.t!GOt 
2~0 OI~ ITZTHCC~l.T~ZC~~t.ITZT~CFC6~,T~2CHXI 
2!0 HH~·I~TCSC~Clt•AIZ/C~t\LHt•I~TCC/0~) 
27~ IT~•1\F~I~T t6.Tl1L£1 
280 PRHT u,• .. K L 110-z z•THt:TA ItiT£~SITYHAXI,.l.H:1C:lCOOO c•AeSoiNn• 
215 PRl~T fE,•/ H1 K1 AFI • e ~ F CAO• 
2~0 FC~ ~11•01 TO HMl\FCR K1t•Ot TO H1X 
Z~1 PRit.T •/·;~1ltK1t:\PRihT fo,•1•:H1t:~11: 
Z~5 HKZX=~1%-2t+H1t•K1X+(1t-zt 

Z~t AFl•CCSCPJZ•hKZ~I7X,\FMIN1 AFI:\P~l~T J&,Afl: 
2~7 GOTC 4~0 IF COSCFI2•~«Ztl7~t<Q,9999 
Z~8 PR]~T •••;\PRI~T 16,•••: 
~DO AHK~:AZ•HK2l\GCTO ~60 IF AHKZ•DZH 
!10 OZ~~-·~KZ\S~hKaNl_Z•SOfCOc~KI\ShHKZ:!N~K-2 
~ZO THZCHKtcZ•ATNC~NHK/S~~C·S~~K2+11t•Pio1800•1 
33u GOlC ~EC ~F TH2DHKX>=T~20~1 
~~0 HZt• .. 11 \KZl• 11t\IF .. 1X+K1t=OY. T~lh ~F%=11 iLSE ~FY.:ZY. 
3~1 GCSLB ~&3\GC!O ~ED IF ~1t+K1l:Ct 
3~5 GOTO 390 IF .. 1t•K1% 
350 HZt: K11.\K2ta ~11 \GC3~e •80 
390 HZY.= ~1t+•lt\K2t•-~1Y. \GCSLB •50\GOTC -EO IF K1'-=~t 
400 HZ%:• .. 11 \K2t: ~1%+«!%\GCSLS •80\GOTO ~60 IF H1laK11 
410 HZY.= •KlY.\KZt• ~!t+K1Y.\GCS~B ~8u 
-z~ HZ%: ~1t••1t\KZl: •K1t\GCSL9 ~aa 
~tO ~EXT K1~\~EXT h1~ 

~70 GO!~B 10SC\CLOSE t&\GC~C 1~2J 
~80 ~E~ ••••• LLLll ••••• 
-~:l ~T:FZ1•:!• CI-ZtU2'0 \AP:s:z:.• cz•~ZY.UZY. t\CA f:COS CAFI 
!liD :(:1•2• ceo~ ceu•ccscz•eThC::~c3•~TI t 
5:J i):1+2•CAP 
515 PM)~T •e•;~:P:CAF;\S:~I~T te,••":R:F:CAO: 
520 IF A3SC~IcC.~0~1 T~(~ FLY.z~Z\GJTQ s-~ El~E 522 
522 IF :ESC~Ict.~Ot1 T~~N ~lta2~\GOT~ 5-C ~L!£ 52~ 
52~ IF CAF~c.~sq~ THt~ PL~=lY.\GCTC &20 ll.SE 53~ 

S!S ~~l~T •JG~C~~c·:\F~INT f6,"lG~C~Eo•;\GCTC 75D 
5~0 FC~ Tt-2C~:TI-20~KY. TO ~~z:~Y. 



J ... 

s:c 
SEC 
57~ 
Hll 
5CJJ 
600 
~1~ 
f:20 
63J 

T~:THZC7.•Fl/36~~\T~Z=T~•2\S~=SihCT~I\SNZ=S~-~,~~C~tZ:SQFCSh2-SNHKZI 
~·c·~~CSh~IWL_Z\LFT~•CltCCSC~~zl-2liS~/S~CSN2 

SS:-S~ZIW~Z\CLZ•CZ•L-2\G~!Le 7oO\GCSt8 810 
IT•IT•LFT~\ITZfHOCFLX,!~ZCXI:IrZTHCfFLXtT~20Xl+IT•~o~ 

!TZT~CC~~.T~ZO~I•IT2~~cc~x,T~ZQ7.l+!T•~Pt 
NEXT H201 
GOTC 750 
OAl~T\F~I~T t6\FCA LZ%=07. TC LH7.\L•LZX 
GOlC 7~C IF h1l+K1X+L2ta,X 

64o0 CLZ=CZ•L-z 
6SJ JZ:AhKZ+CL2\GCTC 74o0 :F CZ•C2~ 
~EO SN•wL_Z•S'"CC2l\TH•AlhCS~/SCRC•SN-z+tll I 

\TH2:T~•Z\~S•·021~\LPaC1+CCSCTH21-21/SI~CT~I-21CCSCTHI 

670 !iOSU9 HG 
680 H37.=H2t\K~t=KZX\L3•LZl\,OSLe ~50\IT•AB-z 
700 tT•IT•LF\IF L21~0t THE~ L~F7.•2X ~LSE LMFX•1X 
710 OZTTX•I~TCt2•1QOCOI\T~ZC7.ai~TCTHZ•PI,18uQI 
7'0 tTZTHCC1ltT~ZD1t~If2THCl1leTHZD%1+IT•"Pt•LHPX 
733 IF IT~IT" TME~ IT"•IT\F5I•T H21&K2t:LZ7.:0ZTTt:THZOl:•tcOCCOO••:tT I 

\~IX•O \PAI~T tf:t,H2X'KZt:Lzt:OZTTt:THZCt:•1QO~C~O••;zT I 

~LS£ IT~l=l~TClOOOOOO•ITitT~I I 
\ FI1IH HZX;K27.;L.Zt:021Tt;TH2Cl: IHl I 
\ P~I~T t6XoH2X,KZX:LZY.:02Tlt:T~Z07.:IT~x:•t•: I 

_. '~t!.a_P1'%•.U .. ~IF ~U.-~~·~-~-Hfl.l!Ul.~l. J~ P.llttT fil.'P..l~.•Q% £L~E GQTC 71t0 
11e0 ltE'IT LZt 
7~5 P~J~T\F~I~T '' 
7!0 ~E TUR .. 
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7EO ,:£" ••••• SCATTEIHt-G FACTCRS ••••• 
770 SCa1•(i1C•EXPC81C 41 SSt+AZC•EXFfSZC•SSl+A3C•EXPCEJC•SSl+i~C•EXPfB~C•SSl+CCI l 

-•~x~tfH•CI.~!"C•A_HIC_l+IJLL.C•CLZlJ _ _ . __ .. 
780 SA•z•c•tA•£XPC9tA•SSI+AZA•£•~CBZA•SSI+A3A•EXPCE3A 41 !St+~~A 41 EXFC3~A 41 !SI+CAI l 

41£XF CPI5• C"HHA•AHICZ+ULLA•CLZI) 
1~0 SFa2 41 CA1F•£XP C81F•SSI +A2P£ liPCBZF•SSI +A3F•E XP C83F•SSt +A4tF•£XF CBieF•SSl +CFI l 

•EXPCFI5•C~~"F•A"KZ+ULLF•CL21t 
aoo QETtJR" 
810 ~" ••••• ST"U~T~~~ FACTCAS I !NTt~SITY ••••• 
8~0 ~37.:HZ7.\IC~t=IC2t\L3• l\GCSlB ~50\AA1aAe 
83~ ~37.:K2l\K~l•"Zt\L3••L\GCSlE ~50\AA2aAE\AiaAA1+AA2 

8-0 ~3~•H2l\IC~l•IC27.\L3••L\GOSLB 950\3B1•AS 
8SO H3Y.aK2l\KJ2:H2t\L3• L\GCSl~ 950\B92•AS\EeaeBt+BSZ 
atJ Jo•ci•t-z••Az-z•aa1-z+aez·z•t• 
8S~ IhhCZl•JG\GOTC 9lt0 IF ~~~=~1 . 
9 0 0 P 2L a F I 2 •L 
910 T=f2+CAFI 41 f1+Z•COSCFZLll•CAA·z-~•AA•ea+aa-cl 
920 T•T•6•SihCAPI•SihCF2LI•CA~-z-c9-ZI 
930 IT:IT•8•~·z•C1•CAFJ•TtCSt,•CuSCP2LI) 
940 RETI.Rh 
9!0 ~E~ ••••• AE ••••• 
9EG PH2KtaF~1 41 (2•~Jl+K37.l\FHICa~Z1•C~3Y.•K3~l\F~11CZ•FZ1•(H3tt2•K~tl 
•E5 PH3K9aF~t•CJ•H3lt9•1C3Y.I\?L:FI•L3\P2LZ:PIZ•L3•Z 
9E~ TC•O\TF•G\T~•O 

~E~ !iOlC 981 IF PLt=3Y. 
970 FC~ MX:QY. TO 6l\FO~ ~7.::~ TC EY. 
975 Ta=,t•~·C~l•HlY.thY,•K3Y.I-Ol 
98; TC:TCtCC$CTI+CCSCT+~~2~1l\~£XT hX\~EliT HY. 
9~1 G01C 10J~ !F AFI<Q,c;~~; 
9c2 ~C~ ~~=~% TC 6Y.\~P~3~9=~'l.·~~3K9\T=~F~3K,·~cLZ 
lC~- T~:TF+CC~CT·P~ZK1t+CCSCTtP~ICitCOSCTtP~11CZl 



101. T4:T~•COSIM~M!Kgt 
102(; NL liT I'll 
10.!0 A:a2•st•tc•z•sF•TF•SA•TA 
104.; ~t:TU~h 

1C50 Rei' •••• P~I~TCUT ••••• 
10c~ P"lhT •6\FRlNT •&,TITLE1 
107J PRihT •e ,•A :•a,•c :•:c,"~~VfLENCT~ :•:wL 
.10~0 PlilhT •tt,'"\Jnn ANQ UII'"\Piilii.T H:,'" FCI' C= ,.;L~t'(;ULLC ' 

\ PlilhT •&,• FOR As= ·;~~~A:ULLA & 
\ PliihT ·~·· FO~ F= •;u~~F~ULLF 

1090 PQIII.T •&,•l'aXIMUI'I 11c-2 a•;czH: 
1100 I=AHT •&,• hA .. E CF TEI<I'U.AL FCRI'IAT FILE IS •;FILEi;•c.TFF1.\FRINT •f; 

1110 FCR IX•Ot TO 7t\PLCTSC•x1=PLCTIC~X1•'"012!~567!~'"\~EXT I'. 

1120 FCA ~ta12 TO lol\IT2T~C"=C 
1125 PRihT •NEGATIVE 2TH•\F~IhT •6,'"NEGATIV£ ZTH• 
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UZ~ Fer; Il•Ol TQ THZ.C,.lC\lf :TZTMCIH:(,IX1cll Tt'e:tl.llZ!t'tlt1~•lXJa-4TZTMCtt41ti11 I 
\PRihT t'XIllt'"l•t\PriihT •Eellt"/ .. 1 ELSE 1127 

1127 N£XT It\FriiNT t6 
1130 FCI< It•Ot T~ TH2C,.'-\ITZT~CI'•ITZTHOC~t,IX1 IF lTZT~CCHXelt1~ITZTHO,.\NEXT It 
1135 GCTC. 11SC IF ITZTHCH:O 
11loD FO~ lt=Ot TO THZDI'IX\ITZT~CFCHt,IX1aiTZTt'OIHX,It1•~999/ITZTH[I'\hEXT IX 
u~~ "t)T ~x 
1160 FCA t'~•St TO ~X 
117J ~~R llaOl TO THZQpet\ITZT .. CF(HX,IX1•ITZTt'CCH~-~1.Il1•99991ITZTHCM\fi£XT 11 
11!0 NE liT .. Z 
119C FC~ .. Za1l TO 6X 
1200 ON t't GOlC 1Z!Oe1ZZ0,12!Celc~0.1Z50o12c0 

_!21~ PAiftT •&,•tt FoQ U.O COSCAl.PHAh1 St4AAP\I!c;1C 1210 
1220 PRihT •&,•tz Pc~Q and F:Q•\GCTO 1270 
123¥ PRINT •6,•tl Pag•\GOTO 1c70 
1Z~O PRihT t6,·t~ • tl + tZ ERCAO•\GOTC 1270 
1Z!O Pl<lhT '6 ,•15 • t2 ~IOrif'ALiz'ED 8Y ·~·\uOTO 1270 
1260 PRI~T 16,.16 • tl NC~f'ALIZfC SY ~~·\GOTC 1270 
~270 FCR J~•Oa TG J~TCTHZOf'~/eOt . 
128J PLCTtC51Ja••\FOR lla01 TC 3~\PLOTtfiti:"'"\NE~T Il 
1Z~u FCR Kl=80X 4~X TO 80Y.•CJX+111-1X\FCR L~aOX TO 31 
13Qu GCTC 13~' IF Kl~Tt'ZOMZ 
131J T:x•I~TCIT2T"CPCt4leK11/f10•cJY.•LX))1 
132~ IF Tlla~l THEh FLCTICLllaPLCTtCLlt+• " & 

E~!E FLCTICLX1=PLOTifLXt+I<IGHTiCST~ICTI~J,~~NCST~fiTI~11t 
1330 Nt)T ll\hcXT «1 
1!~0 FC~ l~•Ol TC 7X\TI~=at•Jt•IX 
13SJ IF TI1~•1' THE~ FLCT,C5ltaPLOTICSlt+••••zTRtCTil1•• •\GOTO 1370 

ELS£ GCTO !!EO 
13&~ I~ ~~1~=1 T~E~ FLCTcc,llaFLCT~CSY.J+•••tST~ICTIXJ+• •\GQTO 137~ 

ELSE FLOTtf5t1:PLOTiC~XI•"•Q • 
1 !7C IIi~ liT It 
13~0 F~~ ~~·O~ TG :t\P"INT tE,FLCT,ILY.I\~E•T LX 
1 !q-" NElrT J~ 
1 .. ~.; t.E liT 1-1 
1~1~ RETUii"' 
HZJ f ~C 

/ 



' . 

(hki) model 

100 INPL T •TITLE• ;'TITL.EI 
11C Ih"l.T ·~HL CF n.RI'INAL C'(HAT FILe. /N'11~C:99'J9C.TFfll•:fiLES 
1ZC OPE~ FILEit•.tff• FO~ CCTFLl AS FILE tE'-o~ECO~CSI1£ 1~2Y. 
13~ o:~ FLCTICEtloXXC3,toY~C~'-IoY~C3Y.I 
1~0 FCF "l:lZ TO ll\XXCHY,):3•1'Y,\N~XT ~l 

1SC YLC1t)a9\,LCZtl••J\YL(!,Ia€ 
1f0 YRUxt••&\YRC2U•-1\Yit C~l)•~ 
170 A1A•1~o67~3\91Aa2,EJ~~ \A~A:EoC7J1\f~A=oZE~7 \A!A:3.4~13\E3Aa12o9~79 l 

\A•A•4,,77~ \o~A·~7.7972\CA=Z·!ll 
180 '1C'a~.5~9Z \81fa10.2fZS\AZF=2oe~1Z\82f=~.2944 \A3F=1.517 \83F=.ZE1~ L 

\A.F:1.C2~~ \8~Fa2€.1•7t\CF:.277& 
lC:~ WL:1o5~18\~L_Z:.7709\WLZ=~L-2 

20~ PISa•FI-2/!C\Pie1500=1!C~/~I\FIZ=Z•FI\PZ1•PIZ/Z1\F7a~IZ17 
205 INCil.T •LII FGR As an1 f•:tLLAoULLF 
210 INFt.:T •\.ntC=:UkhZU,.kl for A5 an" F•:LHt'AoLt-~F 
ZZO INPUT •si2E Of DC"AIN crULTIPLE OF z.~5E•7t•:~A 

230 PhA:PI•~A\~NZ•C~••9•NAt-z 
2~0 A•z •• st•7\AZ:./A-2/3 
25~ C:7,&\C2:11c-2\Z•117o€ 
ZED lhCI~T·E~TER LO~ER A~O ~FPE~ LIMITS FCR 2•T~ETA·~r~ZI'IN,THZI'AX 
270 OZ~lNaCZ•!lNCPI•TH21'Ih/36CI/~Lt-2\CZI'AXaCZ•$I•cFI•THZI'AX/~EOt/WLI-? 
2!0 O"A)•liSO~fOZHAX) 
ZC:~ ih=WL/CI'A)I2\T~20"X=IhTt2•'T~CS~/SQ~C-Sh-Z+1) t•FI,18QC) 
300 DI" I12THCf2~,TH20~t) 

IhFl.T •.-, K; A~O L sv·;~h 
HNHA)taiNTfHN•SO~C3t•A/ZIC"AX) 

Lh~AXt:IhTChh•CJCI'AXI 

trH•l\F~I•T t6.TITLEI 
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31~ 
!20 
33Q 
340 
3!0 
3EO 
370 
380 
31!0 
AtU 
420 
At30 
4t4o0 
..so 
4160 
lt70 
lt!O 

PRI•T tE,·~h~ KNt 1/C-z Z•THETA I~TE~SITYI~AXIHU~=lOOOOOOC•AeS.INT) 1• 
P~I~T tE,•and/or HHt Kht IT rfor ne;atJve Jntenslt~t/• 
FC~ H~l•Ot TG ~NI'AXt\FC~ K~t•OX ro·H•t 
GC1C 530 Jf HHI+KNl•ul 
Hl• .. ~tl.h\Kl•KHt/Nh 
HK2zH1-2+~1•C1+K1-z 

A.-K2•AZ•HK2\,QTQ ;30 IF A~KZ•CZ"AX C~ A .. K2<021'I• 
~010 530 JF A~K2c02HI~ 
CZHK:A .. K2\ShHK•WL_z•sa~cC2HKt\SNHK2aSNHK-2 
TH2CHKta2•AThfSHHK/SQ~f-S~HK2+1))•Plo18Y0+1 
GOlC 530 If r.-zC .. Kl••T~ZO~Y. 
HZ• H1 . \KZ• ·---· K1\GG!U6 SSC 

\"F=~t\~F=2 :F Hht=KNl 
~90 HZ• H1+K1\a2a•~1 \GC!U~ 550 

\HF::Ao\f'!C::a2 SOli 
510 HZ: 
5ZO 

•K1\K2• ~1+K1\GG!UB 55J 
\1'1~= .. 

5!0 NE)T K~%\.tXT ~Nt 
540 GCSLS 111C\~G~laC.75\GGSUE 1~70\CLCSE tE\GCTC 1570 
550 ~EH ••••• I~TE~SITY ••••• 
5!2 T1=ij\T2=0\FOR ~l=Ot TO 37. 
S!lt T1•T1+CCSCF7•~z·~t)\FC~ Nl=·lt TO 3%\TZ•TZ+COSCF~·c~z•"Y.+KZ•htll 
556 NExT ~l\Nt)T ~t\QaT1+2•T2\C(:C·z 

SED FC~ L•t•O'- TO LH"AXY. 
570 LZ=L~t\CLZ•CZ•Lz-2\02=~~<~+CL2 
580 GOlC ezc IF OZ•02HA~ C~ OZ<CZf'!I~ 
620 S~=•L_Z•SC~f0ZI\TH:A1~CS~/SCRC•SN-Zt1tl l 

\ T h2 aT._ •Z\ S~ =-0•:/io\LCI: C! +CCS CTHZ t•z) lSI N fT 1"1-z /COS (TH) 
E3~ GC~LE 8~0\CC~UB 88~ 



6~0 SHaSI~C~Z•FII\SKaSINIK2•Pit 
650 IF J8~CSHI<Oe0,01 TtE~ S~a~J ELSE S~aSI~I~Z·P~Jt/~t 
660 IF J8SISKJcO.OOI1 Ttc~ SKa~J ELS~ SkaSI~CK2•P~Jt/SK 
6E5 ShZ•ISt•SKt-2 
670 ITac~~z·•e-az•••ee-z•sh2t•s~z•LF•MP 

680 GOTC 7JO 
6~0 PRJ~T ~~~;aN~:tr;•,•: -IF ITc•Oe1 
700 PRJ~T tE,t~~;K~~:IT:•J•, IF IT<•0.1 
710 02TT%ai~TfC2•tQOOOI\THZClal~TITHZ•Ft.180Ct 
720 IF LNt•.S THEN l"P•Z ELSE L~P•1 
730 IT21~CC1l,TH2Cli•IT2THCC12oTH20Zt+IT•L~P 
7~0 G01C 830 
7!0 IF IT•IT" TM~N ITM:IT ~LSE 7~0 
760 PRI~T ~hZ;Khl;CZTTZ:T~ZCl:•t~DCQCO••:tT 
770 P~I~T •Ex,~Nx;cNx:02TTt:TtZOX,.1DOOGCO••:tT 
7eo Gotc ezo 
7~0 IThY.=I~TilJODOCO•ITIIT~I 

800 PAJ~T ~~Z:«hX:OZTTX;TtZC1:lThX;•t•; 
810 PRJ~T •tY.,~hl;KNt:CZTTx:T~ZCY.:IThY.:•t•: 
8ZD ~E)T l~Y. 
830 FETL~~ 
6~0 ~EH ••••• SC•TTEAJ~G FACTC"S ••••• 
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!50 iA:CA1J•E>~I31J•SSI+JZA•E)PI~ZA•SSJ+J3A•EX~C93J•SSI+,~J•tXFII~A•SSI+CAt l 
•ExFCFrS•cLHHA•AHKZ+ULLA•CLZIJ 

8ED SF:IAtF•E)FCa1F•S~J+AZF•~)FC~ZF•SSl+J3F•EXFIB!F•SSJ+~~F•EXFC3~F•SSI+CFI l 
•txFCFIS•CL~tF•AtKZ+ULLF•CLZIJ 

87~ AETL~~ 
8!0 ~E~ •••• IhT~NS:TY ••••• 
~~J L3=L2\GCSL6 ~3~\AA1=~l\6~Z=F~. 

9CD ~3=·LZ\GO~l2 930\AJZ:F'\~El•FL 
91~ Ae:l4~l-2t~Jz-z+~~1-2+:~2-211~\AA3~a,Al+4A:+BE1+:Ec 
9Z: ~fTL~~ 

9l0 REM ••••• F ••••• 
9~0 PH2K1aFc1'CZ•H2+K21\P~~a~c1•CHZ•K21\FH1K(aOZ1•CH2t2'(21 
950 PZLZ•FI2'LJ•Z 
960 TFLaO\TFRaO\TAL•O\TAR:Q 
970 TFC:CCSC•Ft2K1-P2LZt+CCSIFHK•FZLZI+COSCF~1K2-FcLZI 
980 FOF M~=1l TO 31 
9~0 T•F21•CHZ•JXIK%)+(2'YLCMXI) 
100U TFLaTFl+CCSCT•FH2Kl•FZLZJ+COSIT+PHK•P2LZJ+COSITtF~tK2•F2LZI 
1010 TFL•TFL+CCSCT+PHZK1+F2LZI+COSCT-P~K+PZLZitCOSIT•Ft1K2tPZLZI 
1D2C TALaTJL+CCSCTI 
1030 T:F21'(H(•XXC~li+KZ·Y~(M21J 

10~u TFRaTF~+CCS,T-PHZK1•FZ~ZI+COSCT+P~K-P2LZJ +COSITtF~1•2-P2LZ) 
1050 TF~aTFR+CCSCT+PH2K1+F2LZitCCSCT-PHK+PZLZI+COSIT·F~1KZ+P2LZI 
1060 TA~•TA~+CCSCTI 
1070 h£)T ~l 

108~ FlaZ•Sf•CTFC+TFLI+S~•C1+Z•TAll 
10~~ FRaZ•SF•cTFC+TF~I+SA'C1+2•TARI 
11JC RETU~h 

~ 
~ 

~ 

~ 
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~ 

~ 

• :f 

11!: 
112 .. 
113C 
111t0 
115~ 
1HJ 
ueu 
U71l 
118il 
uc;a 
1200 
121J 
122J 
1230 
121t0 
H~; 

1260 

FE~ •••• P~I~TCUT ••••• 
P~l~T to\~~l~T t&.T:Tl~l 
~~IhT te.•stz~ OF CO~Alh 2.~t5o•7••:hA 
P~I~T te,•H afld 1< are deviC'!d ov"~~~ 
P•:hT te,•A ··~A,•c :•:c,·~~Vt~ENGT~ :•:wl 
~=~ l"T to .·t: II for As:•:uL ... A :•an1 for Fa• :Lll F 
PQI~T tb,·U~h for As=·~u~~A:•ana for F:•;u~HF 
~RI~T 16o·~AX:HUH !/C-z a•;c211: 
PRI~T 16,.LCNER z•l~ETA :a•:T~ZHIN;• l~PE~ 2•l~ETA =·~T~Z~A) 
PPI~T te,• hAHE CF TE~~:,.,AL FCR~AT FILE IS •;FILEs;•(.TFFt•\FR!"T 16 
FC~ I~•Ol TO 7t\PLCTI( .. li•F~CTI(~X)+•C12l45&7e~·\~£)T Il 
FCR llaOX 10 T~ZOHX 
FC~ JX•l)•30X TC IY.+!G~ 
GCTC 1250 IF JtcilX 0~ J~~T~ZC~~ 
IT2T~0(2t,JXI•ITZTHOCZXoJY.I+ITZTHCC1XoiY.I•EXFC•(Jt•lX)-~/181 
h~liT Jt\HXT IX 
FCR ~X•lt TO ZX\ITZT~C~=C 

127~ P~lNT •nfqatlve ZT~·\FRI~T l&o•neqatlve 2TH• 

133 

1280 FCA IX=~t TO TH20~X\IF IT2THOCHY.eiXIc0 T~EN IT21~C(~loiY.I••IT2THOC~loiXI l 
\PRl"T ~X;lt;•/•;\F~I"T IE,I~;·/•; E~SE 1Z90 

1Zq~ NEXT It\F~IhT 16 
130:1 FOil IX•U TO TH20~Y.\IT2ft'CPU•IT2Tt10(1-Xt~'%1 IF Il2HCCH'Zeitf~IT2THO~\NEXT IX 
131J IF IT21HC~aO THEN F~I"T •ITZTHCHaQ•\STOP ELSE 1!20 
l~ZQ FOR IX•Ot TO Tt1'0"Y.\ITZT~C(H'Zoi~I=IT2T~C(HteiXJ•9~99/ITZT~O~\NEXT Il 
133~ FCR JXaOX TC IhTCTHZC~t/!Ql 
13~0 PLCTI(!xla••\FC~ Il•Ot TC 3Y.\PLCTICIXI•••\NE)1 Il 
135u FOR •t•SCl•Jt TO S~l•CJ2t1'Zl•1X\FC~ LlaOX TC 3l 
1.!1:0 GOTO 11t00 If ICX•T .. 2DH'l . 
1370 Tttai~TCITZTHCCHl,KX)IC1D-C3l•LY.lll 

1!80 IF Tit•Ot THE~ PLCTI(Lti•FLCTICLXI+~ • I 
ELSE FLCTtCLtlaPLOTtCL1)+~IGHTt«ST~ICTI1J,LENCST~fCTI2ll) 

1~90 N£)J LZ\~EXT ICX 
l~ao FOR 12:02-TO 7'l\TI1•SZ•JX+IX 
11t10 IF TI1•=10 T~EN FLOTI«StlaPLOTC(SY.I+•••+STRitTit)t• •\GOTO 11t30 

HSE GCTO 1~>20 
1~20 IF Tlt~•1 THE~ PLCTI(~ti•PLCTSCSY,It•••+STFSCTIXI+• •\GOTO 1~30 

ELSE FL01t(5XIaPLOT,(521t·•~ • 
1 It 30 ~EliT I 1C 
11t~: FCR LlaQt TC 5%\P~INT I&,FLCT,CLll\~EXT Ll 
11t!O N:)T JX\F~INT fli\hEXT ~X 

11tEO RE TUA" 
11t7J lit::~ ••••• 6A~ GIU~H ••••• 
1~50 FO~ Ilaal TC TH2C~X Si~P 21 
l~i~ P~INT e~,· •; IF I1«1~:l1 
1500 F.CHT 1&,• •a IF I'Z<10X 
1!10 PICIP•T tc,l'%; 
152J T1x•IT2T~C(ZXeiY.I•HG~T/10D 
1~3~ GuTO 1~5C IF T1X:QX 
15~J ~C" Jlalt TO TlX\F~I~T tE.•e•:\NEXT JY. 
15!:1 P~I~T e~,,~EXT IX 
HS" PChT ec,~t.TL~N 

1510 STCF \E"O 
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